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Abstract

I document that for a group of 76 countries ranging from poor to rich: (1) the share of

managers is lower in richer countries, (2) the share of skilled managers is higher in richer

countries, and (3) the relative income of managers to non-managers is lower in richer countries.

I explore these facts through the lens of a general equilibrium model of investments in skill

and occupational choice. Countries differ in productivity level in production and the level of

size-dependent distortions. Size-dependent distortions are quantitatively more important for

cross-country income differences than productivity. The model produces a realistic skill premium

across countries, and endogenously generates lower managerial quality in poor countries.
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1 Introduction

It is well-established that the observed cross-country income differences are large. Development

accounting reveals that differences in total factor productivity (TFP) are crucial in understanding

why some countries produce more than others.1 The question then becomes, what determines

productivity differences across countries?

There are multiple proposals for the roots of productivity differences such as measurement of the

physical capital and its composition, measurement of the quality of human capital, and monopolistic

barriers to technology adoption. A growing empirical literature highlights the role of management

practices at the core of productivity differences.2 Management practices vary considerably across

countries and across firms within a country, and they manifest themselves on the aggregate level by

differences in total factor productivity and output.

In this paper, I present novel evidence on educational attainment of managers, which I define

based on occupational classification, and its relation to output per worker in a set of 76 countries

ranging from poor to rich. I first document that the share of managers among the working age

population (age 15-64) is higher in poor countries. For instance, this share, which I call managerial

rate, is 10% in the U.S. while it is 35% in Armenia. I subsequently document that that the share of

skilled managers (those with more than a high school degree) among all managers is higher in richer

countries. For example, the share of skilled managers in the U.S. is 80%, while it is 15% in Panama.

Finally, I document that the relative income of managers to non-managers, which I call managerial

premium, is smaller in richer countries. For example, the managerial premium in the U.S. is 1.7

while it is 2.3 in Mexico. To my knowledge, this is the first paper to document these facts about the

share of managers, their skill level, and their relative income to other occupations across countries.

To complement the above facts, I replicate the findings documented in several papers (e.g.

Fernandez et al. (2005)) that the skill premium, which is the relative income of skilled versus

unskilled individuals in the working-age population, is lower in richer countries. For example, the

skill premium in the U.S. is 1.6 while it is 3.0 in Brazil. The correlation between managerial premium

and skill premium is 0.8. This shows that the above facts about skill segregation and relative income

1Klenow and Rodriguez-Clare (1997), Prescott (1998), Hall and Jones (1999), Caselli (2005).
2See Bloom and Reenen (2011) and Bloom et al. (2011) among others.
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should be interpreted in a unified framework to better understand the income differences across

countries. I develop such a framework in this paper.

To study the effects of selection and skill investments as a source of income differences across

countries, I develop a span-of-control model with heterogeneous agents with respect to two generic

notions of talent: schooling talent and managerial talent. There is a stand-in household who

maximizes the lifetime utility of each household member and every period, a large number of

new members are born. The household decides about investments in skills (based on schooling

talent), how much consumption goods to use for skill investments, and occupational choice (based

on managerial talent), i.e. who becomes a manager within the pool of skilled and unskilled members.

The rest of the members become skilled and unskilled workers and their schooling talent is their

efficiency units of labor.

A key feature of the model is that investments in skills augment both schooling and managerial

talents and I will refer to this ”augmentation” as becoming skilled. So the initial heterogeneity is

amplified after selection for skill investments which will in turn translate into more heterogeneity

among workers and managers. Managers use capital, skilled and unskilled workers along with their

managerial talent to operate a plant3 in order to produce output and collect managerial profits.

There is an economy-wide productivity term in the production function which is the same for all

managers, but it is a source of variation across countries.

Investments in skills in the model indicates the costs (investing resources rather than consuming

them) and the benefits (the future reward because of having higher schooling and managerial

talents). Since the input for the investment in skills is consumption goods, a lower level of aggregate

productivity lowers the incentive for the household to invest in its members’ skills. The lower

investment in skills results in lower average managerial talent in the economy, which I refer to as

managerial quality.

I calibrate the parameters in the model to match a set of cross-sectional and aggregate facts of

the U.S. economy. I interpret the differences in management practices, documented by the empirical

literature, in my framework as the differences in ”managerial quality” coming from differences in

selection into management occupation, along the lines of Lucas (1978), and differences in investments

3In this paper, I refer to a production unit as a plant. I use the word ”establishment” and ”plant” interchangeably.
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in skills. Hence in my framework, the incentives for investments in skills and occupational choice

and the resulting endogenous skill distribution are at the core of cross-country income differences.

Two channels in the model are key for cross-country differences. One is differences in productivity

that is common to all plants. This is a stand-in for cross-country differences in institutions,

infrastructure, etc. Another is the role of regulations such as labor income taxation and size-

dependent distortions. Size-dependent distortions is my main focus among these distortionary

policies. The role of size-dependent distortions as a source of income differences across countries has

been emphasized in the literature of misallocation.4 These distortions have two main effects in my

model. First, a ”reallocation effect” as the presence of distortions suggests that capital and labor

services move from more distorted (large) to less distorted (small) plants. Second, an ”incentive

effect” as distortions affect the incentive of investments in skills and thus the average plant level

productivity. For my purposes, I assume the U.S. economy is free of distortions.

I find that the model can generate the documented facts regarding investments in skills and

occupational choice across countries when the source of variation is productivity differences and

size-dependent distortions. Overall, size dependent distortions account for 60% of the variation in

GDP per worker and the remaining 40% in due to productivity differences. Accounting for the

quality of pre-college education using PISA scores has little effect on the model’s performance. Also,

accounting for differences in labor income taxation cannot generate large variations in GDP per

worker across countries.

My results broadly suggest that education and occupational choice needs to be studies together in

the context of economic development. Furthermore, the role of reducing distortionary regulations as

a means to achieve higher output is of first order importance. Productivity differences as a stand-in

for the quality of institutions and infrastructure is a close second. In my model, the elasticity of

output with respect to productivity is 2.8. This elasticity is higher than several previous papers5

and the presence of investments in skills coupled with size-dependent distortions is the reason for

higher elasticity.

My paper extends the literature that studies the effects of productivity differences and its

4See Hopenhayn (2014), Restuccia and Rogerson (2013) and Restuccia (2013) for recent reviews.
5Manuelli and Seshadri (2014) find a higher elasticity which is 5.7. Their model is a life-cycle model that features

investment of goods in skills for childhood, adulthood and training on the job. So productivity differences trigger
more investment margins.
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resulting effect on investments in skills (e.g. Erosa et al. (2010); Cubas et al. (2016)) by adding

occupational choice. It also builds on the research on how micro level misallocation of resources

can emerge as aggregate income and productivity differences at the macro level. I focus on implicit

size-distortions as a source of misallocation following Guner et al. (2008) and Restuccia and Rogerson

(2008). What is new here, compared to those papers, is that I explicitly model the investments in

skills and selection into different occupations and focus on their interactions with distortions.

My emphasis on skills and income of managers links my paper to empirical literature on differences

in management practices.6 Caselli and Gennaioli (2013) emphasizes the importance of management

and quality of managers for cross-country income differences. More recent works show how managers

and their incentives matter for aggregate productivity and the size distributions of plants.7 Guner

et al. (2018) consider a life-cycle model of heterogeneous managers based on managerial abilities

with investments in skills, and study their wage growth relative to non-managers across countries. In

contrast, I provide a tractable model to study multiple facts about skill and occupational segregation

of the working-age population along with relative income based on skill and occupation.

2 Data

In this section, I document a set of facts about the number of managers, their skill composition

(educational attainment) and relative income across countries using multiple individual level datasets:

IPUMS-USA (Ruggles et al. (2017)), IPUMS-International (Minnesota Population Center (2018)) the

European Union Statistics on Income and Living Conditions (EU-SILC) (2012-2016), the Luxembourg

Income Study Database (LIS) (Luxembourg Income Study (LIS) (2021-22)), and the Living Standards

Measurement Study (Living Standards Measurement Study (LSMS (2020)). IPUMS-International

provides harmonized census data for a large set of countries. Only few international censuses, however,

contain information both on incomes and occupations. The EU-SILC contains cross-sectional data

for European countries on income, work, poverty, social exclusion and living conditions. LIS provides

additional harmonized national census data similar to IPUMS-International. LSMS collects data

mainly in poor and sub-saharan countries and it is run by the World Bank.

6see Bloom and Reenen (2011) and Bloom et al. (2014)
7See Bhattacharya et al. (2013), Roys and Seshadri (2017) and Akcigit et al. (2021).
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My final sample is a comprehensive sample of 76 countries. Tables (A.1) and (A.2) show the

data source for each country as well as the year of the surveys and the number of observations.

The definition of managers is the individuals working for wage with occupational code 11 to 13

based on ISCO-88. The occupational codes cover legislators, senior officials and managers. These

include occupations whose main tasks consist of determining and formulating government policies,

as well as laws and public regulations, overseeing their implementation, representing governments

and acting on their behalf, or planning, directing and coordinating the policies and activities of

enterprises and organizations, or departments.8 Individuals are classified as skilled if they have

strictly more than a high school degree. These include individuals with some college education,

college graduates, and those with graduate degrees.

I calculate several statistics regarding investment in skills and occupational choice. These

statistics include share of unskilled workers, share of managers, share of skilled managers among all

managers, skill premium, and managerial premium (relative income of managers to non-managers).

The shares are directly calculated for each country-year pair and the premiums are calculated in a

Mincerian regression framework.

Specifically, for calculating premiums, I run the following regression in each country. The

dependent variable is the log of income for individual i. This income measure is wage income which

includes wages, salaries, and bonuses.

log(labor income) = α + βX + δ11{skilled manager}+ δ21{unskilled manager}

+ δ31{skilled worker}+ ϵ.
(1)

The vector X contains individual-specific controls such as log of hours, age, age-squared, gender,

race, and marital status, along with industry and occupation dummies. The inclusion of a variable

for years of education is redundant since the skilled vs unskilled classification controls partially for

years of education. The coefficients δ1, δ2 and δ3 are used to calculate skill premium and managerial

premium. For example, managerial premium is:

8I do not consider self-employed as managers since the selection into self-employment in rich and poor countries
differ substantially and beyond the scope of this paper. For a discussion of self-employment across countries see
Blanchflower (2004); Narita (2020); Herreno and Ocampo (2020); Feng and Ren (2021).
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managerial premium = exp(
δ1 + δ2
δ3 + 1

). (2)

After calculating each statistic in each county-year pair, I use the following regression to see how

these measures vary with GDP per worker.

statisticc,t = α + ζyc,t + βc + γt + ϵc,t, (3)

where yc,t is log of GDP per worker relative to the U.S. adjusted for PPP from the Penn World

Tables in country c at time t.9 βc is a country fixed effect, and γt is a time trend. The sign of ζ is of

interest at this stage for documenting the facts. The result of this regression is presented in table

(1).

I present three stylized facts about managers based on the sample of countries that I have and

two complementary facts that were documented before in the literature, and I intend to explain all

these facts through the lens of my model.

2.1 New Facts on Managers and Economic Development

2.1.1 The managerial rate decreases with GDP per worker.

The first fact is about the relationship between the number of managers and economic development.

The first column of table (1) shows how the share of managers among working adults, which I refer

to as managerial rate, vary negatively with GDP per worker. It shows that richer countries have a

smaller share of managers among all workers. In other words, as countries become more developed,

the number of managers decline. This fact is to my knowledge new. I should emphasize that the

number of managers come from individual level micro data and it is based on occupation. Due to

data limitations, I could not document this fact from the business side and count the number of

managers in establishments. I assume that the same pattern will emerge from analyzing such data.

9The results do not change if I consider log of GDP per capita, see table (C.3)
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2.1.2 The share of skilled managers increases with GDP per worker.

Regarding the skills of these managers, column 2 in table (1) shows how the share of skilled managers

among all managers vary positively with GDP per worker. Richer countries have a higher share of

skilled managers.

It is a well established fact that in less developed countries, the educational attainment of the

workforce is generally lower than developed countries and these differences can potentially explain

a large part of the differences in income per capita across countries.10 Data reveals that similar

systematic differences are present even when I focus on managers. In other words, as income per

worker increases, so does the educational attainment of managers. This shows an interplay between

education and selection into managerial occupation.

In every country in the sample, the managers are more educated than the average population.

This shows that simple models of educational attainment cannot account for the differences in

education of managers across countries. If less developed countries have low levels of education, it

seems that managers in those countries have less education as well. The data does not support this

claim. The managers are clearly more educated than the general population, so there is a selection

for managerial occupation, but there are still systematic differences across countries regarding the

educational attainment of managers.

2.1.3 The managerial premium decreases with GDP per worker.

Lastly, the relative income of managers to non-managers, which I call managerial premium, is smaller

in richer countries as shown in column 3. This is a new finding that relates the relative income of

managers to non-managers and economic development. The negative relationship means that as

countries become richer, the income gap between the managers and non-managers shrinks.

Together, these three facts show systematic differences across rich and poor countries regarding

occupational choice and skill investments.

10Caselli (2005), Cordoba and Ripoll (2013), Erosa et al. (2010), Hendricks (2002), Schoellman (2012), Cubas et al.
(2016).
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2.2 Known Facts on Skill Investments and Establishment Size

The literature has established two facts regarding skill investments across rich and poor countries

which I replicate here. The forth fact is that the share of unskilled workers (managers plus non-

managers) is smaller in richer countries as shown in the forth column of table (1). The fifth fact

is that skill premium, which is the relative income of skilled workers to unskilled ones is smaller

in richer countries. This fact has been documented before, e.g. in Fernandez et al. (2005). The

fifth column of table (1) shows this negative relationship. I should emphasize that this income gap

is only about skill level, regardless of occupation. In other words, I did not take into account the

occupation of the individuals to look at the relative income of skilled versus unskilled.

Lastly, the literature has documented that the mean establishment size is larger in richer countries.

There are several datasets that provide information on the size of establishments measured by the

number of workers. Bento and Restuccia (2017) provide an internationally comparable dataset for

manufacturing plants using country-level data and administrative surveys. Poschke (2018) provides

data on establishment size for the right tail of the distribution, namely the large establishments. All

these data sets show that the mean establishment size increases with GDP per worker.

The above facts illustrate the importance of skill investments and occupational choice for economic

development which have been dealt with separately in the literature. In the next section, I present a

unifying framework to study these cross-country facts and proceed with a quantitative analysis of

cross-country differences in productivity and other policies to account for these facts.

3 Theoretical Framework

There is a single representative household in the economy. The household has a continuum of

measure Lt members at time t, who only value consumption. The size of the household grows at the

constant rate of (gL).
11 The household is infinitely lived and maximizes

∞∑
t=0

βtLt log(Ct/Lt) (4)

11I introduce population growth so the model has standard balanced-growth properties, and thus can be better
mapped to data.
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where β ∈ (0, 1) and Ct denotes total household consumption at time t.

3.1 Endowments

Each household member is born with two innate talents: schooling talent (a) and managerial talent

(z). Talents are distributed with support in [0, ā] × [0, z̄], with CDF F (a, z) and density f(a, z).

Household members have one unit of time that is supplied inelastically. Each household member

can be a skilled manager, unskilled manager, skilled worker or unskilled worker.12 I describe the

related decisions and income of each type of member below. The household is also endowed with an

initial capital stock of K0 > 0.

3.2 The Household Problem

The household has to decide which newborn member becomes skilled and within each pool of skilled

and unskilled, which occupation each member is assigned to. Specifically, the household observes

the schooling talent of each member and assigns the member to one of the two pools of skilled and

unskilled. Turning a newborn into skilled is costly; it requires time and goods. After this segregation,

the household must decide about the occupation of the newborns in each pool: worker or manager.

So the members of the household are categorized into four categories: skilled manager, unskilled

manager, skilled worker or unskilled worker.

If a newborn household member is selected for the unskilled labor pool at time t, her schooling

talent is transformed into efficiency units of unskilled labor in the same period and her income is

given by Wu,ta. If she is selected to be an unskilled manager, her schooling talent is foregone, and

she becomes an unskilled managers and earns profits.

If she instead is selected for the skilled pool, it takes one period to turn her into a skilled member

and the household has to forgo her income for one period either as an unskilled worker or an unskilled

manager. The household invests xt units of consumption goods to augment her talents. Investing xt

implies that her talents are augmented by the factor ht+1, where

ht+1 = Bxϕt (5)

12When I refer to efficiency units of workers, I refer to them as ”labor”. The context should eliminate any confusion.
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with ϕ ∈ (0, 1) and B is a parameter determining the relative efficiency of consumption goods

that are invested in augmenting talents. Her income then is given at t + 1 by Ws,t+1aht+1 if she

becomes a skilled worker. If she is selected to become a skilled manager, her efficiency units as a

skilled worker are foregone, and she earns profits as a manager. Her managerial talent is augmented

by the same factor as her schooling talent, so her managerial talent at time t+ 1 is zht. Figure (1)

illustrates the timing of the household decision for new members born in period t.

Figure 1: Household timing of the decisions for the new members

(a, z)

Skilled

Unskilled

h = Bxϕt

Worker
(ah)

Manager
(zh)

Worker
(a)

Manager
(z)

Period t Period t+ 1

It is worth emphasizing that the segregation of household members is based on the schooling

talent (a). The fate of a member is going to be very different when she is selected for one of the skilled

or unskilled pools. The members who were selected for the skilled pool undergo skill investments

and this will change their occupational outcomes dramatically. As we will see in section (6), the

choice of schooling is a dominant margin when the economic environment such as economy-wide

productivity changes.

It follows that only members with sufficiently high levels of schooling talent become skilled

and within each pool of skilled and unskilled, members with sufficiently high managerial talent

become managers. Given rental prices, there exists a unique threshold ât such that newborns with

schooling talent below this threshold become unskilled at time t, and those with schooling talent

above this become skilled from t + 1 on. There are also two unique thresholds for becoming a

manager. Unskilled members with managerial talent higher than zut become unskilled managers at

time t and the ones below this threshold become unskilled workers at time t. Skilled members at
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time t+ 1 with managerial talent higher than zst+1 become skilled managers and the ones below this

threshold become skilled workers.

Figure (2) shows how the household members are segregated into the four categories based on

education and occupation. Note that the size of the segments are shown for illustration purposes

and they are dictated by the parametrization of the model.

Figure 2: Segregation of household members into four categories, based on education and occupation

Schooling Talent

Managerial Talent

Unskilled Worker

Unskilled Manager

Skilled
Worker

Skilled
Manager

z̄

zs

zu

āâ

3.3 Technology

There are two types of production plants in this economy. One that is operated by a skilled manager

which is decreasing returns to scale and requires four inputs: capital (k),two types of efficiency units:

skilled labor (s) and unskilled labor (u) and managerial talent of the manager who is operating this

technology z. Output is given by

y = f(k, u, s;A, z) = Az1−γ
(
kα

[
ζuθ + (1− ζ)sθ

] 1−α
θ

)γ
(6)
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where A denotes an exogenous measure of ”economy-wide” productivity parameter13, γ ∈ (0, 1)

is the span of control parameter and ζ, α ∈ (0, 1) and θ ∈ (−∞, 1). The elasticity of substitution

between skilled and unskilled labor is 1
1−θ . An unskilled manager operates the same production

technology and the only difference between the two types of managers is that the skilled managers

had their managerial talent augmented due to investments in skill.

Both types of managers face competitive prices. The price of one unit of physical capital in

period t is Rt. The price for the use of skilled labor in period t is Ws,t per efficiency units of skilled

labor. Wu,t is a similar price for unskilled labor. From the stand point of a manager, all efficiency

units of skilled labor are perfect substitutes. The same is true for unskilled labor. So a plant is a

manager that operates a technology which requires physical capital and efficiency units of skilled

and unskilled labor. Capital depreciates at the rate δ.

3.3.1 Managers

Managers maximize their profit, taking prices of inputs as given. Since their problem is a static one,

I omit the subscript t. The problem of a manager with managerial talent z is:

max
{k,u,s}

Az1−γ
(
kα

[
ζuθ + (1− ζ)sθ

] 1−α
θ

)γ
−Rk −Wuu−Wss (7)

The price vector is denoted by P = (Wu,Ws, R). The solution to the above optimization for a

manager of type ν ∈ {u,s} gives the demands for the unskilled labor uν(z,P), skilled labor sν(z,P)

and capital kν(z,P). The profits of the manager is πν(z,P).

The household’s problem is to choose (i) the sequence of consumption, (ii) the fraction of

household members who are skilled and unskilled, (iii) the fraction of unskilled managers, (iv) the

fraction of skilled managers, (v) the amount of consumption goods invested in augmenting the

talents of new skilled members, and (vi) the capital for the next period. Formally, the household’s

problem is to choose {Ct, It, xt, ât, zut , zst }∞0 to maximize (4) subject to (5) and

Ct + It +Ntxt

∫ z̄

0

∫ ā

ât

f(a, z)dadz ≤ (Wu,tUt +Ws,tSt) +RtKt +Πu
t +Πs

t (8)

13This is not the TFP in a neoclassical sense, the actual measured TFP for a plant and the whole economy is not
this parameter alone and will depend on the distribution of managerial talents of managers and their skill investments.
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Kt+1 = (1− δ)Kt + It (9)

and

N0, S0, U−1,Π
s
0,Π

u
−1, K0 > 0 (10)

where Ut is the stock of the efficiency units of unskilled labor, St is the stock of the efficiency

units of skilled labor, Πu
t is the flow of profits of all the unskilled managers and Πs

t is the flow of

profits of all the skilled managers at time t. The laws of motion for these stocks and flows are as

follows.

Each period, the number of newborns is Nt = gLLt−1. Based on the above assignment, the laws

of motion for the stocks of the efficiency units of unskilled and skilled labor are:

Ut = Ut−1 +Nt

∫ zut

0

∫ ât

0

af(a, z)dadz (11)

St = St−1 +Nt−1ht

∫ zst

0

∫ ā

ât−1

af(a, z)dadz (12)

Note that at any time t, Ut+St is not equal to Lt, since Ut is the total efficiency units of unskilled

labor and St is the total efficiency units of skilled labor, whereas Lt is the size of the household at

time t. Household also needs to know about the profits that managers are earning. The laws of

motion for profits of unskilled and skilled managers are:

Πu
t = Πu

t−1 +Nt

∫ z̄

zut

∫ ât

0

zπ(Pt)f(a, z)dadz (13)

Πs
t = Πs

t−1 +Nt−1ht

∫ z̄

zst

∫ ā

ât−1

zπ(Pt)f(a, z)dadz (14)

where Πu
t−1 is the flow of profits from unskilled managers who were managers from period t− 1

and before. Equation (13) states that the flow of profits to household from unskilled managers at

time t equals to the flow of profits from all the previously assigned unskilled managers and the flow

of profits of the unskilled managers that are going to be assigned in period t. The law of motion for
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the flow of profits from skilled managers has a similar interpretation. The solution to the household’s

problem is described by the following first order conditions:

• Euler Equation
1
Ct

Lt

= β
[Rt+1 + (1− δ)]

Ct+1

Lt+1

(15)

Condition (15) is the standard Euler equation.

• Selection for Education (â)

1
Ct

Lt

[marginal unskilled workers income︷ ︸︸ ︷
Wu,t

∫ zut

0

âtf(ât, z)dz +

marginal unskilled managers profits︷ ︸︸ ︷∫ z̄

zut

zπf(ât, z)dz +

marginal cost of investment in skills︷ ︸︸ ︷
xt

∫ z̄

0

f(ât, z)dz
]
=

β
1

Ct+1

Lt+1

[ marginal skilled workers income︷ ︸︸ ︷
Ws,t+1

∫ zst+1

0

âtBx
ϕ
t f(ât, z)dz+

marginal skilled managers profits︷ ︸︸ ︷∫ z̄

zst+1

zBxϕt πf(ât, z)dz
]

(16)

Condition (16) states that the optimal decision for education threshold should be in such a

way that the compensation of marginal unskilled workers plus profits of marginal unskilled

managers plus the cost of skill augmentation on the margin (marginal cost of education) in this

period, is equal to the discounted compensation of marginal skilled workers plus the profits of

marginal skilled managers (marginal benefits of education) in the next period.

• Investment in Skills (x)

1
Ct

Lt

marginal cost of investments in skills︷ ︸︸ ︷∫ ā

ât

∫ z̄

0

f(a, z)dadz =

β
1

Ct+1

Lt+1

[ marginal increase in skilled workers income︷ ︸︸ ︷
Ws,t+1

∫ ā

ât

∫ zst+1

0

aBϕxϕ−1
t f(a, z)dadz+

marginal increase in skilled managers profits︷ ︸︸ ︷∫ ā

ât

∫ z̄

zst+1

zBϕxϕ−1
t πf(a, z)dadz

] (17)

Condition (17) states that the marginal cost of investing one unit of consumption good in

the talents of marginal skilled members must be equal to the marginal benefit which is the

marginal increase in efficiency units times its rental price times ”raw” addition to its pool plus
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the profits of marginal managers whose managerial talent is augmented.

• Occupation Choice for Unskilled Members (zu)

marginal unskilled workers income︷ ︸︸ ︷
Wu,t

∫ ât

0

af(a, zut )da =

marginal unskilled managers profits︷ ︸︸ ︷∫ ât

0

zut πf(a, z
u
t )da (18)

Condition (18) states that the compensation of marginal unskilled workers must be equal to

the profits of marginal unskilled managers.

• Occupation Choice for Skilled Members (zs)

marginal skilled workers income︷ ︸︸ ︷
Ws,t

∫ ā

ât−1

af(a, zst )da =

marginal skilled manager profits︷ ︸︸ ︷∫ ā

ât−1

zstπf(a, z
s
t )da (19)

Condition (19) states that the compensation of marginal skilled workers must be equal to the

profits of marginal skilled managers.

3.4 Balanced Growth Equilibrium

A Competitive Equilibrium is a collection of sequences {C∗
t , K

∗
t+1, â

∗
t , z

u∗
t , z

s∗
t , x

∗
t ,W

∗
u,t,W

∗
s,t, R

∗
t}∞t=0

such that given prices, managers maximize their profits, {C∗
t , K

∗
t+1, â

∗
t , z

u∗
t , z

s∗
t , x

∗
t}∞t=0 solves the

household’s problem and labor markets for skilled and unskilled workers as well as capital and goods

markets clear. Along a balanced growth path, aggregate consumption, investment, production,

capital, profits of unskilled and skilled managers, and the pools of skilled and unskilled workers are

growing at the rate of population growth. Also, the thresholds for education and occupation choices

are fixed as well as the investment in skills per member.

Proposition 1 A competitive equilibrium along a balanced growth path exists and is unique iff

γ(1− α(1− θ))− θ < 0.

See Appendix B for proof.

I omit the subscript t and superscript ∗ since the equilibrium quantities are either constant or

growing with constant population growth rate. A feature of the balanced growth equilibrium in
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the model is that the rental rate of capital is constant and equals (1/β − (1− δ)). This helps with

computing the equilibrium. Specifically, starting with a guess for the pair (Wu,Ws), one can solve

for {â, zu, zs, x} simultaneously using equations (16), (17), (18) and (19). Then market clearing

for skilled and unskilled labor can determine the new guess for the initial pair. Iterating on this

pair, the equilibrium objects can be calculated. Consumption and capital can be calculated using

aggregate feasibility and capital market clearing conditions.14

4 Parameter Values

I use the U.S. as a benchmark to calibrate the parameter values in the steady state of the model. I

start by setting the model period to four years to reflect a more realistic time period to become a

skilled member.

4.1 Production Technology

Following Guner et al. (2018), I set the span of control parameter (γ) to 0.77. In order to match

the capital to output ratio of 0.33 based on the findings of Gollin (2002) on labor shares across

countries, I set (α) to 0.43. Empirical studies indicate an elasticity of substitution between skilled

and unskilled labor of around 1.5.15 I set the parameter θ in the aggregate production technology to

1/3. I choose (ζ) so that in the steady state, the model reproduces the fraction of unskilled labor

(worker+managers) in the U.S. which is 40%.

I set the depreciation rate to 26.6% (7.4% at the annual rate), so that given the capital-to-output

ratio,the model is consistent with the observed investment-to-output ratio. Cubas et al. (2016)

documents an average investment-to-output ratio of 0.27 and a capital-to-output ratio of 0.8 at the

four-year frequency (3.2 at the annual rate) for the period 1996-2010. The productivity level (A) is

set to 1.0 as a normalization.

14See Appendix B for more details.
15See Katz and Murphy (1992); Heckman et al. (1998) among others.
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4.2 Preferences and Demographics

I set the discount factor so that in the four-year steady-state, the capital-to-output ratio is 0.8. This

implies that (β) equals to 0.869 (0.966 at the annual rate). The value for β means an annual interest

rate of 3.6%. Based on the Penn World Tables 7.0, I set the growth rate of population to the annual

rate of 0.9%.

4.3 Human Capital Production

The curvature (ϕ) and level parameter (B) in the production of skills are set so that the model

reproduces two empirical targets in a steady state equilibrium. The first target is the expenditure

per tertiary student as a fraction of GDP per worker in the U.S. According to OECD (2017) report,

this fraction was 0.25 in U.S. The second target is the skill premium, which is 1.71 in U.S.

4.4 Distributions of Talents

I set the joint distribution of talents to be Fréchet with

F (a, z) = C[G(a), H(z)], and f(a, z) = c [g(a), f(z)] , (20)

where G(a) = e−a
−λa

and H(z) = e−z
−λz

, (21)

and C [u, v] = −1

ρ
log

[1 + (e−ρu − 1) (e−ρv − 1)

e−ρ − 1

]
, . (22)

The function C[G(a), H(z)] is a Frank copula, which allows for dependence between draws

from distributions G(a) and H(z).16 The parameter ρ ∈ (−∞,∞) \{0} determines the extent

of dependence, with a positive (negative) value of ρ representing positive (negative) dependence

between the draws.17

The marginal distributions themselves are Fréchet, with shape parameters λa and λz, and scale

parameters normalized to one, and location parameters normalized to zero. The lower λa and λz

16A copula is a function that allows for the creation of multivariate distributions out of arbitrary univariate
distributions; see e.g. Nelsen (2006). The Frank copula generates dependence between draws that is radially symmetric,
i.e. not systematically stronger when closer to the right or left tails of the distribution. Other copulas, such as the
Clayton or the Gumbel copula, do not have this feature.

17When ρ = 0, C[u, v] = u · v.
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are, the higher is the variation in schooling and managerial talents, respectively.

Several remarks about the choices of distributions and copula are in order. First, they allow

for richness and flexibility in matching data and at the same time, retaining a parsimonious set of

parameters. One dimension of richness is that household members’ talents are dependent which a

priori seems a reasonable assumption. This allows for the feature that a household member who is

talented in one talent is more talented in the other talent as well. Another dimension of richness is

that dispersion in household members’ talent is not the same for each talent. Specifically, schooling

talent is a broad notion for relative advantage in obtaining education which constitutes a variety

of activities related to education such as studying hard and grasping concepts, managing personal

finances, balancing between school and social life and so on. Managerial talent is a different notion

for relative advantage in managing a business and performing tasks such as hiring/firing decisions,

forecasting the needs of the business, motivating and monitoring employees, organizing, negotiating

contracts, and so on. So these notions of talent are capturing different aspects of heterogeneity in

the household members. Since managerial talent is a stand-in for arguably more diverse types of

activities than those related to education, one might expect that the dispersion of managerial talent

of the household members is larger than schooling talent. The choice of distributions allows for this

possibility.

The second reason for choosing these distributions is that they allow my theory to fail. In

particular, there is nothing inherent in these distributions that assures that the model should behave

in a certain way to reproduce the empirical targets and generate the cross-country patterns observed

in the data. The success of the model in this regard will be dictated by the data and the calibration

procedure.

I calibrate the distribution of talents to match several moments. In order to identify the

parameters of the distributions, I calibrate the model to jointly reproduce three observed moments

in U.S. data in equilibrium. The first moment is managerial rate, which is the share of managers

and is 10% in the U.S. data. The parameter λz governs this share. The second moment is the share

of skilled managers in the U.S. which is 70%. The parameter λa governs this moment. The third

moment is the managerial premium which is 1.68 in the U.S. data. The correlation parameter ρ
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governs this moment.18

Table (2) shows the calibrated parameters based on matching the above moments. The interesting

result is the parameter values for talent distributions. As I mentioned before, the notion of managerial

talent is capturing a wider variety of activities and skills than the notion of schooling talent. The

calibrated values for parameters of the distribution indeed approves this a priori expectation. The

schooling distribution has a mean of 1.15, while the managerial talent has a mean of 1.28. The

correlation between the two talents is positive but not large at 0.11.19

Table (3) shows the reproduced moments from the model and compares them with the empirical

moments. The model does an excellent job of matching the moments in the data. The equilibrium

for the benchmark model has an interesting feature about relative quality of managers and their

steady state distribution. The share of skilled managers in the U.S. is 77% which model does a

good job of reproducing. As a measure of external validity of the model, I reported two additional

moments. One is the relative income of skilled managers to unskilled workers, which is 2.2 in the

U.S. data. The other is the income of unskilled managers to skilled workers, which is 0.67 in the

U.S. data. The model reproduces these two moments fairly well.

5 Model Intuition

I present a set of simulation results pertaining to economy-wide notion of productivity differences

across countries along with an experiment of introducing size-dependent distortions in the model

and assessing their effects on the model equilibrium. At this stage, I want to see of the model can

regenerate the facts in the data qualitatively. Later in section (6), I redo these experiments and

asses the model’s performance quantitatively. The two channels, productivity and distortions, have

different implications for the model, both qualitatively and quantitatively. The productivity channel

has a uniform impact on all firms; the generic productivity term (A) reduces by 20%.

The reaction of managers to this productivity loss is heterogeneous due to the fact that managers

have different levels of managerial talent. The distortion channel has a heterogeneous effect from

18See table C.4 for a simulation of the model around the calibrated paramters and how each distribution parameter
governs each of these moments.

19See appendix B for details of calculating Kendall’s rank correlation coefficient for this bivariate distribution.
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the beginning since it hits each plant based on its size (output in the model). I will elaborate on the

exact modeling strategy for size distortions in section (5.2).

5.1 Productivity Differences

The results from a 20% reduction in productivity is presented in table (4). A reduction in productivity

results in a lower level of total output (gdp in the model) and output per capita,20 share of skilled

labor, skilled manager, investment in skills and mean size of establishments. It also results in an

increase in the shares of unskilled labor, unskilled manger, share of managers in the population,

managerial premium and skill premium.

Before continuing with the intuition behind these results and how they connect to the stylized

facts in section (2), a note on the notion of size in the model is in order. The size of establishments

are usually measured by the number of workers in the establishment. In my theoretical framework,

managers demand efficiency units and workers supply them. So the size of a plant is not well-defined

based on employment. But based on the segregation of the population based on occupation and the

fact that each manager represents one and only one establishment and all the workers are hired by

managers, the notion of the mean size of establishments can be defined as:

mean size =
# of workers

# of managers
(23)

So the notion of size is a by-product of the model and changes in this variable come from the

relative changes in the number of managers and workers.

Panel A in table (4) shows how the model conforms to the patterns found in the data. The

managerial rate increases by 5% which is in line with fact (1), and the share of skilled managers

among managers decreases by 15% which conforms to fact (2). In line with fact (3), managerial

premium increases by 8%. Share of skilled labor declines by 34%, and skill premium increases by

12%.

Panel B shows that output per capita falls by 41% which is intuitive based on lower productivity

20Since in the model, every household member is either a worker or a manager and there is no unemployment, the
notion of output per capita which is the total output divided by the size of the household seems more appropriate
than output per worker. The latter may confuse the reader into thinking that the total output is divided only by the
size of workers in the household.
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that translates into lower levels of output. Because of the increase in the number of managers, the

mean size of establishments declines by 10%. It is worth noting that the addition of occupational

choice and skill investments for managers amplifies the effects of productivity differences on output.

Lower output of plants results in more unskilled workers and managers, and less investments in the

skills of skilled workers and managers. Since the efficiency units and managerial talents of these

household members are an input for production, output shrinks further. A similar decline in TFP in

a standard one-sector growth model results in 29% reduction in output.

Panel C elaborates more on the notion of quality among managers. With 20% lower productivity

in the model economy, the investment in skills which provides higher managerial quality declines by

23%, the average quality of all managers drops by 28% and the average quality of skilled managers

declines by 12% while the average quality of unskilled managers decreases by 42%. This means that

in an economy with lower productivity, the quality of all managers is lower.

The intuition behind the results is as follows. As the productivity declines, it is relatively

more expensive for the household to invest in skill accumulation of its members, so the household

selects fewer members for skill investment and invest in them less. The choice of occupation will

change based on three factors: profits per managerial talent, prices per efficiency units of labor

(whether skilled or unskilled) and investment in skills. In a simple span-of-control model without skill

accumulation such as Lucas (1978), the change in productivity will not affect occupational choice if

the technology has a Hicks neutral productivity term.21 The profits and wages would adjust in a

way that the choice of occupation is unchanged (i.e. the threshold for becoming a manager does not

change). The effects of productivity change are more subtle here because of the skill accumulation

and selection for skill investment.

For the choice of unskilled managers, the profits per managerial talent declines as a result of the

drop in productivity, so it becomes less profitable to be an unskilled manager. On the other hand,

the wage per efficiency units of unskilled workers will adjust and it may go up or down depending

on the supply and demand for unskilled workers in the new equilibrium. This wage may weaken or

strengthen the desire of the household to select unskilled members to become unskilled managers. In

the new steady state equilibrium, the share of unskilled managers increases. The interesting feature

21This requires a Cobb-Douglas technology which is a special case of my model.
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of the composition of the unskilled managers in the new equilibrium is that the increase is because of

the fact that the household selects some members with high initial schooling and managerial talent

to become unskilled (i.e. not selecting them for skill investment), but because their managerial

talent is high, they become unskilled managers and some of the unskilled managers in the previous

equilibrium with low managerial talent are unskilled workers in the new equilibrium.22 This means

that the choice of the schooling has a very important effect on the choice of occupation.

The effects on the profits per managerial talent for the skilled managers is the same. The other

determinant of this choice for the household is the wage per efficiency units of a skilled worker and

the investment in skills which augments also managerial talent. With lower investment in skills,

lower share of skilled household members and lower profits per managerial talent, one expects that

the share of skilled managers declines in the new equilibrium which indeed happens. Since in the

new equilibrium, there are more unskilled managers and less skilled managers, the share of skilled

managers among the pool of managers declines.

What happens to the total number of managers? The above explanation shows lower share of

skilled managers and higher share of unskilled managers in the equilibrium. The total effect is an

increase in the share of managers in the workforce and based on the definition for size of a plant in

the model, the mean size declines with a decrease in productivity.

What happens to relative income based on skills and occupation? The relative income of managers

to workers increases since in the new equilibrium the wages decline more than the profits. The

fact that there are more managers in the new equilibrium does not offset the relative income of

managers to workers and the managerial premium increases. The relative income of skilled versus

unskilled members increases because of two effects. The first is an adjustment of wages where in the

new equilibrium, wages are lower. The other effect is the lower share of skilled members in the new

equilibrium. Although the investment in the skills of skilled members declines, the relative income

of skilled members increases which causes the skill premium to increase.

22In the model zu increases, but because a also increases, the net effect on the share of unskilled managers is an
increase rather than a decrease. As a visual aid, take a look at figure (2).
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5.2 Size Dependent Distortions

I investigate the role of size-dependent distortions in my model as an important channel for accounting

for cross-country income differences (Guner et al., 2008, 2018). The environment is the same as

before, but the managers now face distortions when operating plants and these distortions depend

on their output. In particular, I assume an establishment with output y faces an average tax rate

T (y) = y−τ . This tax function was proposed originally by Benabou (2002) and has an intuitive

interpretation: if τ = 0, there is no output tax. For τ > 0, the distortions are dependent on size;

larger establishments face higher distortions than smaller ones. Hence, τ controls the level of the

dependence of distortions on size. I am going to assume that the economy-wide productivity is

constant and normalize it to A = 1. An interesting feature of the distortions is that the demand

and profit functions per managerial talent are no longer the same for all managers, specifically, as

long as τ > 0:

k(z′,P)

k(z,P)
=
u(z′,P)

u(z,P)
=

s(z′,P)

s(z,P)
=
π(z′,P)

π(z,P)
=

(z′
z

) (1−γ)(1−τ)
1−γ(1−τ)

, (24)

where

(1− γ)(1− τ)

1− γ(1− τ)
< 1. (25)

This means that for a given distribution of managerial talents, the distribution of plant size

becomes more compressed when size-dependent distortions are present.

It is worth emphasizing that the mean plant size in the current setup is about 5, whereas in the

data, the mean plant size for the U.S. is 17, as calculated by Guner et al. (2008). The reason being

that in the real world, plants can have multiple managers, while in the model, every plant has only

one manager. So, unless I deviate from the simple span-of-control setup here to allow for multiple

managers per plant, I cannot reproduce simultaneously the share of managers as well as the mean

plant size. Guner et al. (2008) focuses on the size distribution to study the aggregate implications

of size-dependent distortions without investment in skills, while I focus on the share of managers

and the composition of managers with respect to skills. Therefore, the current setup matches the
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share of managers while failing to match the mean plant size. Since my main concern is not the size

distribution per se, I chose to match the share of managers rather than the mean plant size.

5.2.1 The Case Without Investment in Skills

In order to build intuition, let us consider a simpler version of the model where the choice of

investment in skills is absent. In this case, the dynamics of occupational choice disappears and the

choice of occupation between worker and manager is contemporaneous for each cohort of newborns

in the same period that they are born. Therefore, the economy contains two types of members:

workers and managers. The managers employ capital and efficiency units of workers. This setup is

essentially the one studied in Guner et al. (2008).

Distortions reduce the overall demand for labor in the model economy, but this demand reduction

is heterogeneous. Larger plants lower their demand more than smaller ones. This reduction in the

labor demand drives down the equilibrium wage rate, while the rental rate of capital stays constant.

The reduction in the wage rate changes the incentives of the marginal worker in favor of becoming

a manager since the reduction in the wage rate translates one-to-one in reduction in income as a

worker, while the reduction in profits for that marginal worker if she was a manager is less than

proportional. As a result, the marginal worker becomes manager. The aggregate output declines

despite the fact that more members are now managers since the distortion affects the managers

with high managerial talent harder than the managers with low managerial talent. The share of

output accounted for by the managers with high managerial talent declines and the share of the

output accounted for by the bottom managers increases. So, the restrictions on the size increases the

number of plants, decreases the mean size of plants, and redistribute production from high talent to

low talent managers.

5.2.2 The Case With Investment in Skills

I now study the effects of size-dependent distortions on various variables in the model and present

some numerical results. I compare steady state equilibrium of the model under two values for τ : 0

and 0.05.

The results are qualitatively similar to the ones in table (4). Once again the model conforms to
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the patterns observed in the data as shown in Panel A. The main differences between the two tables

is quantitative. Specifically, size-dependent distortions have dramatic impact on some statistics. The

number of managers increases by 112%, which is more than double of the benchmark economy, and

the share of skilled managers among all managers drops by 80%. The managerial premium increases

by 69%, the skilled labor share declines by 85%, and skill premium goes up by 77%. Panel B

shows the decline in output per capita by 67% which is expected since the distortions are modeled

as output taxes.

The effects on the quality of managers are summarized in Panel C . Investment in skills declines

by 44%. As a result, the average quality of all managers goes down by 80% and the average quality

of skilled managers drops by 66%. The increase in the number of managers is almost solely due

to the addition of unskilled managers which means that the average quality of unskilled managers

decreases by 85%.

To understand the intuition behind these numbers, one should focus on the margins that are

affected by the size distortions. Since some fraction of the output is taxed away, the household decides

to select fewer members for skill investments and invests in them less. This means that the average

quality of the skilled managers would decline along with the share of skilled household members. The

choice of occupation would change in favor of household members with lower managerial talent since

the distortions for members with higher managerial talents are higher. So the relative advantage

of managers with high managerial talent (either intrinsic talent or augmented talent as a result of

investment in skills) is diminished because the distortions tax away a higher share of their output

relative to managers with lower levels of managerial talent. This is a reallocation of resources from

larger to smaller plants in the model. As a result, the share of unskilled managers increases.

Size distortions can provide an interpretation for the overall productivity in the model economy.

Recall that for the results of this section, I set A = 1. This means that the managerial talent of a

manager can be interpreted as the productivity level of the plant she is running. The productivity of

the whole economy in the model can be defined as the average talent (quality) of all the managers,

whether skilled or unskilled. This way of looking at the managerial talent provides a new source for

cross-country productivity differences. In the model economy in this section, the average quality of

managers is 75% lower when distortions are present. This is due to two margins. On the intensive
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margin, the skilled managers have less investment in them which decreases the average quality

of the skilled managers. On the extensive margin, the addition of unskilled managers with lower

managerial talent contributes to the overall decline in the average quality of managers. The two

margins working together provide the sharp decline in the average managerial quality in the economy

which can be interpreted as the lower productivity in the model economy.

The segregation of household members based on skill level and occupation provides more margins

of change that is worth noting. In a simple setting without investment in skills such as Guner et al.

(2008), the introduction of size-dependent distortions results in a reallocation of resources from large

to small plants through addition of more managers with low managerial talent. Therefore, the mean

size of the establishments declines and the number of managers go up. The margin for occupational

choice changes since the taxes are affecting plants differently, as opposed to Lucas (1978) where

the margin for occupational choice will remain unchanged if the taxes are uniform across plants.

The same pattern is present here, but selection and skill effects amplify the effect of distortions

through lowering the share of skilled managers and investment in skills. Note that I also go one step

further and show that in the data, we do observe larger managerial rate in poorer countries which is

a theoretical result both in Guner et al. (2008) and this paper.

The results here can be contrasted to Guner et al. (2018) as well. In their model, the population

consists of workers and managers. The workers are all the same and managers are heterogeneous

based on their managerial talent and they invest in their skills. The effect of distortions in my model

is larger than theirs. Specifically, distortions increase the number of managers in both models, but

their effects on the incentive of workers and managers are different in each model. The workers

and managers in the current setting are heterogeneous based on skill level, so the outside option

for a skilled worker, which is a skilled manager, is different from an unskilled worker, which is an

unskilled manager. In Guner et al. (2018), the outside option for all managers is becoming a worker

and having a fixed level of efficiency units. The fact that my model provides more heterogeneity in

terms of skill level and occupation amplifies the effects of size distortion since these distortions are

impacting different margins. These margins reveal themselves in skill investments and occupational

choice and result in larger aggregate implications in my model compared to theirs. For example, the

number of managers increase more in my model with τ = 0.05 (112% versus 75%) and the average
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quality of managers is lower in mine (80% lower than benchmark versus 50%).

6 Matching Data

In this section, I take the model to the cross-country data and see how it can replicate the statistics

about skill investments and occupational choice that I documented in section (2). I know from

section (5) that the model can generate the facts qualitatively. My aim here is to see how the model

performs quantitatively.

Specifically, I use the model to replicate two statistics in every country in my sample: the GDP

per worker and the share of unskilled working individuals. The reason I picked these statistics to

match is to generate a realistic cross-country income differences and unskilled share which has been

emphasized in previous papers (Erosa et al., 2010; Cubas et al., 2016), but generate them in a

richer environment with occupational choice and study the model implications for other margins.

In particular, I calibrate the productivity term (A) and distortions parameter (τ) to match those

moments in the data. Then I study the model’s implications for other statistics associated with the

facts that I presented in section (2), namely managerial rate, share of skilled managers, managerial

premium and skill premium.

Table (6) shows the results of this experiment. I compare three sections of the distribution of

GDP per worker: top 10% to bottom 10%, top 20% to bottom 20% and top 35% to bottom 35%.

The model match GDP per worker and the share of unskilled working individuals exactly and it also

produces other statistics related to the facts that I documented, namely managerial rate, share of

skilled managers among all managers, managerial premium and skill premium. Since the notion of

size in the model is not the same as the data, I refrain from reporting this statistic, but I explained

earlier that qualitatively the model generates the fact about mean establishment size and its relation

to GDP per worker.

The model reproduces the other moments in the data quite well. For example, the managerial

rate in the model and the data are sufficiently close and the variation in managerial rate coming

from the model is a bit less than what I observe in the data. The same pattern is true for the share

of skilled managers. The model can also produce the managerial premium reasonably well. Another
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impressive statistic generated from the model is skill premium.

Cubas et al. (2016) tried to generate this statistic in a similar model to mine without occupational

choice and a realistic talent distribution coming from PISA test scores. When they force their model

to reproduce the division of household members in terms of skill, their model can generate the higher

skill premium in poor countries qualitatively, but its performance is not satisfactory quantitatively.

The reason the current setup performs well regarding skill premium is that occupational choice and

the presence of skilled managers and size-dependent distortions amplifies the difference between

skilled and unskilled HH members beyond variation in quantity (share of unskilled HH members)

and quality (investment in skills). This new channel where HH members switch occupation because

members with high managerial talent face more distortions, amplifies the effects of lower investment

in skills in the economy.

The average value for the productivity parameter (A) is 0.6 with a minimum of 0.35 (recall that

benchmark A = 1), while the average value for distortion parameter (τ) is 0.15 with a maximum of

0.35 (recall that benchmark τ = 0). To put the results in perspective, a TFP parameter value of 0.35

in a one-sector growth model (assuming a benchmark of A = 1), will only generate 4.8-fold lower

output, while in the current setup, it will generate 15-fold lower output as a result of amplification

through skill investments and occupational choice.

Finally, a note on the notion of managerial quality. In the model, the managerial quality is

defined as the average managerial talent of all managers (skilled and unskilled). When taking the

model to the data, this quality changes across countries for two reasons. The first is the selection into

managerial occupation by the household (the extensive margin), and the second is the investments

in skills of skilled managers (intensive margins). From the model standpoint, managerial quality is

lower in poorer countries since there are more unskilled managers and less investments in skills of

skilled managers.

Empirical literature provides managerial scores across countries using surveys and assigns

management score to managers based on how they monitor workers, set clear goals, create incentives,

and so on (Bloom and Reenen, 2011). The literature finds a positive correlation between managerial

quality and GDP per capita, with a correlation coefficient of 0.77 in a sample of countries which

overlaps with mine. The correlation in my setup in a broader sample is 0.66. I take the qualitative
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results as a success story of the model regarding the correlation between managerial quality and

economic development. Though I report the correlations in the data and the model, I caution against

quantitative success given that the only reason for differences in managerial quality in my model

is occupational choice and investments in skills. In the empirical literature, the mechanisms for

managerial quality are more to do with business considerations, product market competition, family

firms, and so on which are out of the scope of this paper (Bloom et al., 2011, 2014).

7 Discussion

In this section, I provide a discussion about the quantitative importance of different margins in the

model. One margin is occupational choice and the other is investment in skills. I also study other

potential channels of variation across countries such as schooling quality and labor market taxation.

The quantitative success of the benchmark model does not depend on the consideration of these

additional margins.

7.1 Importance of Occupational Choice

How important is the occupational choice? For one thing, if I shutdown the margin of occupational

choice, I cannot relate to the facts presented about the managerial rate, the skilled managers and

managerial premium. I also cannot study the effect of size-dependent distortions. The model is

going to reduce to the models presented by Erosa et al. (2010) and Cubas et al. (2016). Their choice

of parameters is different from mine, and Cubas et al. (2016) identify the distribution of schooling

talent, which is a gamma distribution in their setup, by the mean and variance of the PISA test

scores in each country. However, the investment in skills and other modeling assumptions are fairly

similar. In the case with no occupational choice, the productivity term can be interpreted as total

factor productivity (TFP).

Figure (3) illustrates the elasticity of output with respect to productivity term (A) when the

curvature parameter ϕ in the technology of skill investments change from 0 to 0.4. There are three

scenarios presented in the figure: the model without occupational choice, benchmark model without

size-dependent distortions and the benchmark model with size-dependent distortions. In the figure,
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the elasticity of output with respect to productivity term (A) increases from 1.5 when ϕ = 0, to

around 3. The case for ϕ = 0 with no occupational choice reduces the model to a one-sector growth

model. When ϕ rises, the model generates an elasticity of around 2 similar to Erosa et al. (2010)

and Cubas et al. (2016).

This case can be contrasted to the scenario with occupational choice and the figure demonstrates

that the elasticity is non-trivially higher for every value of ϕ in the benchmark model without

distortions. The model without occupational choice generates an elasticity of 1.6 whereas the

benchmark model generates an elasticity of 2.2 when occupational choice is considered. When

distortions are considered as well where the parameter is inferred from the data, the elasticity

increases to 2.8. The reason is that the investment in skills affecting the margin of occupation and

each unit of investment in the skills of managers and workers is going to increase output from the

production side in two ways: (1) the efficiency units of skilled workers will be higher and (2) the

managerial talent of skilled managers will be higher as well. Together, they contribute to more

production.

7.2 Importance of Investment in Skills

To understand the importance of investment in skills, I did the following experiment. I increased

the value of curvature parameter in the production of skills (ϕ) from 0 to 0.25 and for each value of

ϕ studied the effects of changes in productivity and size-dependent distortions on output per capita,

skill premium and managerial premium. Table (7) presents the result of such experiment. When

ϕ = 0, the channel of skill investment is shutdown and ϕ = 0.18 is the benchmark case. In the case

of no skill investments, the output drops by 68%, and managerial premium by 42% when A = 1 and

τ = 0. This is the case where there is no size-dependent distortions.

The decline in the productivity term and the increase in size-dependent distortions is going

to decrease the output further and increase the skill premium and managerial premium. But the

changes in all these cases are less dramatic than the benchmark case with ϕ = 0.18. As the value of

ϕ increases the magnitude of changes in the three statistics increases. This illustrates that fixed

changes in productivity and size-dependent distortions are magnified in the model when investment

in skills is present and the marginal rate of return on investment in skills (ϕ) is higher. I previously
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showed that quantitatively, skill investments are necessary to account for the observed differences in

GDP per worker in the data along with the statistics on managerial rate, share of skilled managers,

skill premium and managerial premium. I thereby emphasize that to account for the observed

differences in these statistics across countries, the channel of investment in skills and a reasonable

value for the rate of return of this investment are needed.

I further calculate the elasticity of output with respect to exogenous productivity term A in the

model when size-dependent distortions are present. I set the distortion parameter τ = 0.15 since this

is the average value for this parameter when I match the data in section (6). Figure (3) shows that

as the marginal return on investments in skill increases, the elasticity of output with respect to A

increases, when the channel of occupational choice and size-dependent distortions are both present.

The benchmark model without distortions produces an elasticity of 2.2, while adding distortions

increases the elasticity to 2.8.

It also shows the output elasticity in case without distortions and without occupational choice.

The output elasticity in the benchmark model is always higher when distortions are present and

diverge from the other two cases as ϕ increases. Since the model matched data quite well, I take this

evidence as showing the necessary role of investments in skill for accounting for observed differences

in GDP per worker in the data.

Finally, I highlight the role that size-dependent distortions are playing in affecting the margins

of skill investment and occupational choice. These distortions change the incentives for becoming

a manager. As a result, the household does not invest in the skills of its members enough. So

the distortions on the production side ultimately changes the incentive for skill investments. The

resulting elasticity of output with respect to productivity shows that a distortion-free environment

is not always enough to account for observed differences in income across countries.

7.3 Productivity Versus Size-Dependent Distortions

One question about the results is how important each exogenous variations in productivity versus size-

dependent distortions are for accounting for cross-country income differences. These two parameters

represent two different aspects of the economic environment in the real world. The productivity

parameter can be interpreted as representing infrastructure, institutions, etc, that is common for all
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managers. Size-dependent distortions are a form of regulation that affects managers differentially.

As a result, for understanding the policy implications of the results, investigating their relative

importance is key.

One simple way to get a sense about the relative importance of each channel is to change the

country-specific parameters of productivity (A) and size distortions (τ) to the value of the U.S.

benchmark and see how much GDP per worker changes in the model. Specifically, I first set the

productivity parameter (A) to match the benchmark which is 1, while keeping the size distortion

parameter (τ) fixed to the level I found in section 6 for each country. I then see how much of the

GDP per worker gap between that country and the U.S. has improved. Next, I do the same thing

but this time only set the distortion parameter (τ) to zero and keep the productivity parameter

country-specific.

Table (C.5) shows the result of this decomposition for bottom 20%, middle 40%, and top 20% in

terms of GDP per worker. Overall, size-dependent distortions account for the bulk of the variation

(60%) in GDP relative to productivity differences (40%). This is true for all levels of GDP, although

the results is larger for middle-income countries. This means that middle-income countries benefit

the most from relaxing some distorting regulations, while poor and rich countries benefit almost

equally from productivity improvements and reduction in distortions.

It is important to emphasize that productivity and distortions interact in the model and the above

exercise does not decompose their effects completely. Therefore, from a general policy perspective,

one can point to reducing distortions as a first-order way to close the gap in output between rich

and poor countries. The sources of productivity differences have not been modeled. Modeling those

are beyond the scope of this paper.

7.4 Accounting for Quality of Education

It is a well-documented fact that schooling quality differs across countries.23 The model so far

implies that the quality of education is the same across countries prior to entering higher education.

This means that as of age 18, individuals have the same endowment distribution of schooling talent

23See Hanushek and Kimko (2000), Heckman et al. (2006), Hanushek and Woessmann (2008), and Hanushek and
Woessmann (2012) among others.
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in every country. In this section, I implement a crude adjustment in the model to account for the

quality of pre-college schooling and study its quantitative implications.

To do that, I follow a simpler version of what Cubas et al. (2016) did and use PISA test scores as

a rough measure of schooling quality in a subset of countries. A list of these countries along with the

2012 PISA test scores are presented in table (C.6). In order to avoid extra complication regarding

the mapping between PISA scores and the model, I assume the benchmark model calibrated to the

U.S. captures the quality of education through high school that maps into PISA score for the U.S.

That is, the average schooling talent of newly born HH members corresponds to a PISA score that I

observe in the data. I remain agnostic about how this mapping actually happens.

I then confront the model with data, this time add variation in the distribution parameter λa

in order to capture the difference in labor quality across countries relative to the U.S. I use PISA

scores to discipline this parameter. That is, if a country has a mean PISA score which is 20% less

than the mean score in the U.S., I choose λa so that the average schooling talent from the marginal

schooling distribution is 20% less than what it is in the benchmark model.

The results are presented in table (C.7). The results imply that the variation in the distribution

parameter λa is not large enough to improve the quantitative performance of the model much. The

reason is that variation in PISA scores as a measure of educational quality is small compared to

the variation in GDP per worker. Hence, accounting for the quality of schooling as summarized

in PISA scores does not play a significant role for cross-country variation in skill investments and

occupational choice.

Some comments regarding this exercise are in order. First, PISA scores are a rough measure of

educational quality for high-school graduates. These tests may not capture the full extent of the

variation in quality across countries (Berliner, 2011; Sjøberg, 2015). Second, there is also variation

in PISA scores within a country that I ignored for this exercise. The reason is that it requires a

more complicated version of the distribution of talent to capture both mean and variance of the

PISA scores, and I chose not to pursue it. Cubas et al. (2016) find that capturing the variance does

not significantly improve the quantitative performance of a model with skill investments in order

to account for cross-country income differences. Their conclusion is that variation in educational

quality is secondary to variation in TFP. Similarly, my results show that differences in productivity
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and size-dependent distortions are the main driver of cross-country GDP differences, rather than

educational quality.

Lastly, there is another dimension of quality of education which is college education. College

education amplifies the differences in schooling talent endowment. I cannot identify the variation in

college quality with PISA scores since PISA measures skills at the end of high school. Therefore,

PISA scores can be seen as an input into skill investments during college. Another interesting

exercise would be to allow for variation in the technology of human capital production in the model

and use a measure of college quality in the real world to discipline that. To my knowledge, there is

no reliable database that contain information about college quality across countries. I leave this for

future research.

7.5 Talent-Specific Investments

One extension of the model is to make the investments in skills talent-specific. This means that the

household will choose to invest more in members with higher schooling/managerial talent. As a

result, the elasticity of output with respect to productivity parameter and size-dependent distortions

may change depending on how important this extension is.

Appendix B.5 shows this extension of the model. I recalibrated the model based on the new

specification of investment technology and matched the data again. The results are presented in

table (C.8). Comparing the fit of the model in table (6) with the extended model shows that making

the investments talent-specific does not significantly improve the model’s quantitative performance

for accounting for cross-country differences in investments in skill and occupational choice.

The reason is that in the new version of the parameters, the return to human capital, ϕ, is lower

to compensate for the fact that members with higher schooling talent receive more investments.

Lower ϕ is needed to deter household to invest too much in the members with high schooling talent

and still produce a reasonable level of aggregate investments relative to GDP. The higher investments

coupled with lower return on these investments almost cancel each other. Therefore, focusing in a

simple version of the model where investments are independent of the talent level is not too much

simplification.
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7.6 Differences in Labor Income Taxes

So far, I have focused on productivity differences and size-dependent distortions as the main drivers

of differences in economic environment across countries. In order to understand the role of policy

other than those relevant to the size of the establishments, I explore the role of labor income taxation

in this section.

Higher labor income discourages firms to hire labor and reduces the take-home income of workers.

This will result in less incentive for the household to invest in the skills of its members. As a result,

the share of skilled household members will decline, as well as the share of skilled managers. Because

of smaller wage rate, there is going to be more managers, and a higher skill and managerial premium.

To explore these results quantitatively, I use the productivity parameter (A) to match the GDP

per worker in each country relative to the U.S. and impose the average labor income tax rate in each

country on all establishments for both skilled and unskilled labor. This is a crude way to understand

the effects of labor income taxation since in the real world, taxes depend on household structure. On

top of that, the labor supply distortions of these taxes are absent because of the nature of the model.

Nevertheless, this exercise is important to understand how much labor income taxation differences

can potentially account for cross-country skill and occupational differences.

OECD (2021) provides a simple average tax rate for a subset of the countries that I have. The

tax rates are listed in table (C.9). The results of the country-specific tax rate for the moments in the

data are presented in table (C.10). The table shows that differences in labor income taxation cannot

generate enough variation in skill investments and occupational choice observed in the data. The

reason is that as table (C.9) hows, labor income taxation does not vary as much across countries,

certainly not enough to generate the large cross-country income differences. In fact, whatever

variation generated in table (C.10) is due to differences in the productivity parameter (A). In the

absence of size-dependent distortions that taxes larger establishments with higher managerial talent

managers more, a uniform tax on establishments by simply lowering the marginal benefit of hiring

workers cannot match cross-country facts.

This does not mean that labor market policies such as taxation are not relevant. As I mentioned

before, understanding the effects of taxation and other social programs requires a richer environment

that includes labor supply and potentially life-cycle forces. In the absence of such forces in the model,
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I am not able to capture their true effects. This does not mean that the model is not useful. Rather,

the simplicity of my setup helps understanding a big-picture view of other forces for development

such as size policies and those related to productivity.

8 Final Remarks

The importance of investment in skills as a source of variation for the observed GDP per worker

across countries was emphasized before in the macro-development literature. In this paper, I

developed a parsimonious model to study investment in skills and occupational choice in the presence

of size-dependent distortions as the central component of observed differences in managerial rate,

share of skilled managers, managerial premium and skill premium. I showed that the model can

successfully generate the statistics in the data and emphasized the important role of size-dependent

distortions for accounting for the facts in the data. I abstracted from channels such as early childhood

investments, borrowing constraints, informal sector, and so on which are very important in developing

countries, and organizational considerations in those countries regarding organizational structures

and promotions which are relevant for the managerial occupations and left them for future research.
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Table 1: Cross-country facts on investment in skills and occupational choice

man. rate skilled man. share man. premium unskilled share skill premium

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

log gdp per worker -0.16∗∗∗ 0.17∗∗∗ -0.16∗∗∗ -0.12∗∗∗ -0.35∗∗∗

(0.01) (0.01) (0.03) (0.01) (0.04)
constant 6.62∗∗∗ 10.57∗∗∗ 12.69∗ 11.14∗∗∗ 9.93

(2.51) (3.93) (7.02) (2.38) (8.23)
country dummy 0.00∗∗∗ 0.00∗∗∗ 0.00∗∗∗ -0.00∗∗∗ 0.00∗∗∗

(0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00)
year dummy -0.00∗ -0.01∗∗∗ -0.00 -0.00∗∗∗ -0.00

(0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00)

Observations 423 423 369 423 369
R2 0.71 0.34 0.22 0.48 0.28
Adjusted R2 0.71 0.33 0.21 0.47 0.28
Residual Std. Error 0.09 0.15 0.24 0.09 0.28
F Statistic 347.52∗∗∗ 70.58∗∗∗ 33.89∗∗∗ 128.11∗∗∗ 47.56∗∗∗

Table 2: Parameter values

Parameter Notation Value

Discount factor β 0.966
Population growth rate gL 0.009
Span-of-control parameter γ 0.770
Capital Share α 0.430
Depreciation Rate δ 0.074
Elasticity of substitution between skills θ 0.333
Unskilled labor share ζ 0.711
Skill efficiency parameter B 0.997
Skill curvature parameter ϕ 0.183
Schooling talent distribution λa 5.236
Managerial talent distribution λz 3.485
Correlation between talents ρ 1.021

Note: The numbers are the values of the calibrated parameters for the benchmark economy.
Discount factor and the depreciation rate are reported at the annual rate.
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Table 3: Empirical targets: model and data (U.S.)

Statistic Model Data

Capital-to-output ratio 0.80 0.80
Investment rate 0.27 0.27
Fraction of unskilled labor 0.40 0.40
Expenditure per tertiary student (share of GDP per worker) 0.25 0.25
Managerial rate 0.10 0.10
Share of skilled managers 0.80 0.80
Skill premium 1.71 1.71
Managerial premium 1.68 1.68

Income of skilled manager to unskilled worker 2.20 2.11
Income of unskilled manager to skilled worker 0.67 0.71

Note: The numbers are the values for the U.S. statistics used as moment targets as the benchmark
economy. Capital-to-output ratio and the investment rate are reported at the annual rate.

Table 4: Results of a 20% reduction in exogenous productivity on steady state
equilibrium in the model

Panel A Model versus Facts in the Data
Productivity

A = 1 A = 0.8

Fact 1 Managerial premium 100 108
Fact 2 Share of skilled managers (among managers) 100 85
Fact 3 Managerial premium 100 108
Fact 4 Share of skilled members 100 66
Fact 5 Skill premium 100 132

Panel B Output and Size

Output per capita 100 59
Mean size 100 90

Panel C Quality

Investment in skills 100 89
Average Quality of All Managers 100 72
Average Quality of Skilled Managers 100 88
Average Quality of Unskilled Managers 100 58

Note: The model can generate the facts qualitatively as as result of this simulation. The quantitative confrontation
of the model with data are in table (6).
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Table 5: Effects of size-dependent distortions on steady state equilibrium in the model

Panel A Model versus Facts in the Data
Size-dependent Distortions
τ = 0 τ = 0.05

Fact 1 Managerial rate 100 212
Fact 2 Share of skilled managers (among managers) 100 20
Fact 3 Managerial premium 100 169
Fact 4 Share of skilled members 100 52
Fact 5 Skill premium 100 177

Panel B Output and Size

Output per Capita 100 33
Mean size 100 31

Panel C Quality

Investment in skills 100 56
Average Quality of All Managers 100 20
Average Quality of Skilled Managers 100 34.5
Average Quality of Unskilled Managers 100 14.5

Note: The model can generate the facts qualitatively as as result of this simulation. The quantitative confrontation
of the model with data are in table (6).
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Table 6: Model implications for cross-country comparison

Top 10%
Bottom 10%

Top 20%
Bottom 20%

Top 35%
Bottom 35%

-Output
Data & Model 37.55 23.67 12.59

-Share of Unskilled
Data & Model 0.63 0.84 0.89

-Managerial rate
Data 0.59 0.61 0.81
Model 0.56 0.58 0.78

-Skilled managers
Data 1.75 1.67 1.52
Model 1.57 1.50 1.36

-Managerial Premium
Data 0.59 0.66 0.79
Model 0.49 0.55 0.66

-Skill premium
Data 0.50 0.52 0.60
Model 0.41 0.43 0.50

Note: Two parameters, productivity (A) and distortions (τ), are calibrated to match two moments
in each country: GDP per worker and the share of unskilled. I compare each statistic in the
data for three sections of the distribution of GDP per worker: top 10% to bottom 10%, top 20%
to bottom 20% and top 35% to bottom 35%.
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Table 7: The importance of investment in skills and complementarities between
productivity and size-dependent distortions

A = 1 A = 0.9 A = 1 A = 0.9
τ = 0 τ = 0 τ = 0.01 τ = 0.01

ϕ = 0
Y/L 32 24 21 15
Skill premium - - - -
Managerial Premium 68 72 76 83

ϕ = 0.05
Y/L 69 52 45 39
Skill premium 73 78 82 89
Managerial Premium 76 81 85 91

ϕ = 0.1
Y/L 75 57 62 43
Skill premium 86 91 99 103
Managerial Premium 85 89 92 98

ϕ = 0.18
Y/L 100 76 89 61
Skill premium 100 118 135 169
Managerial Premium 100 108 116 129

ϕ = 0.25
Y/L 119 90 95 82
Skill premium 129 144 168 184
Managerial Premium 112 121 132 144

Note: This table shows the amplification of skill investments and occupational choice when size-
dependent distortions are present. The first row is the benchmark model when skill investments
are absent. The first column is the case for no distortions. Subsequent columns show the effect of
changes in productivity and size distortions on output and managerial an skill premium. When
skill investments is introduced and their marginal effect rises, so is the change in model statistics.
The values in the forth row and the first column are representing the benchmark model.
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Figure 3: Amplification from skill investment and occupational choice
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A Data Appendix

Table A.1: Data sources: Europe

Country Source Sample size Year

Austria (EU-SILC) 3177 2012-2016
Belgium (EU-SILC) 2806 2012-2016
Bulgaria (EU-SILC) 4015 2012-2016
Switzerland (EU-SILC) 4313 2012-2016
Cyprus (EU-SILC) 1919 2012-2016
Czech Republic (EU-SILC) 2815 2012-2016
Germany (EU-SILC) 6962 2012-2016
Denmark (EU-SILC) 1904 2012-2016
Estonia (EU-SILC) 3512 2012-2016
Greece (EU-SILC) 7806 2012-2016
Spain (EU-SILC) 8044 2012-2016
Finland (EU-SILC) 3038 2012-2016
France (EU-SILC) 6104 2012-2016
Croatia (EU-SILC) 3338 2012-2016
Hungary (EU-SILC) 3991 2012-2016
Ireland (EU-SILC) 2439 2012-2016
Italy (EU-SILC) 10927 2012-2016
Lithuania (EU-SILC) 2735 2012-2016
Latvia (EU-SILC) 2986 2012-2016
Malta (EU-SILC) 2032 2012-2016
Netherlands (EU-SILC) 3856 2012-2016
Norway (EU-SILC) 2140 2012-2016
Poland (EU-SILC) 5640 2012-2016
Portugal (EU-SILC) 5756 2012-2016
Romania (EU-SILC) 3960 2012-2016
Serbia (EU-SILC) 2429 2012-2016
Sweden (EU-SILC) 1668 2012-2016
Slovenia (EU-SILC) 2240 2012-2016
Slovakia (EU-SILC) 3780 2012-2016
United Kingdom (EU-SILC) 4656 2012-2016
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Table A.2: Data sources: U.S. and rest of the world, excluding Europe

Country Source Sample size Year

United States IPUMS-USA 445485 2012-2016
Canada IPUMS-International 31413 2001,2011
South Africa IPUMS-International 76191 2001,2007
Brazil IPUMS-International 1281770 2000,2010
Puerto Rico IPUMS-International 5046 2000,2005,2010
Panama IPUMS-International 47815 2000,2010
Mexico IPUMS-International 1030948 2000,2010,2015
Armenia IPUMS-International 50015 2010,2012
Benin IPUMS-International 120273 2003,2013
Bolivia IPUMS-International 160875 2001,2011
Botswana IPUMS-International 26630 2001,2011
Costa Rica IPUMS-International 86297 2000,2011
Dominican Republic IPUMS-International 127872 2002,2010
Ecuador IPUMS-International 254762 2001,2010
Fiji IPUMS-International 18577 2007,2014
Ghana IPUMS-International 349337 2000,2010
Iran IPUMS-International 270437 2006,2011
Morocco IPUMS-International 401737 2004,2014
Mauritius IPUMS-International 30735 2000,2011
Nepal IPUMS-International 491317 2001,2011
Suriname IPUMS-International 9715 2004,2012
Tanzania IPUMS-International 672558 2002,2012
Zambia IPUMS-International 120012 2000,2010
Australia LIS 33439 2007,2010,2013,2016
Chile LIS 218348 2007,2010,2013,2016
China LIS 61162 2000,2013
Colombia LIS 819905 2007,2010,2013,2016
India LIS 204365 2004,2011
Japan LIS 10151 2008,2010,2013
Russia LIS 10350 2007,2010,2013,2016
South Korea LIS 37823 2007,2010,2013,2016
Taiwan LIS 46230 2007,2010,2013,2016
Vietnam LIS 38253 2005,2007,2011
Georgia LIS 9541 2004,2007,2010
Guatemala LIS 66504 2006,2011,2014
Paraguay LIS 20179 2005,2007,2011
Uruguay LIS 202013 2005,2007,2011
Bosnia-Herzegovinia LSMS 141984 2003,2004,2005
Ethiopia LSMS 23397 2012,2013,2014
Malawi LSMS 53885 2014,2015,2016
Mali LSMS 38130 2013,2014,2015
Niger LSMS 26993 2011,2012,2013
Nigeria LSMS 25737 2013,2014,2015
Tajikistan LSMS 4160 2003,2007,2011
Tanzania LSMS 1529 2012,2013,2014
Uganda LSMS 46214 2012,2013,2014
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In this appendix, I explain in more details the data sources and methods used to identify moments

for calibration.

A.1 United States

The process of cleaning the data and variables that are used in the regressions are outlined in this

section.

-Year: The sample years are 2012-16. These are the most recent years that I have that are

sufficiently far from the great recession, and the European sample that I have access to contains

data on these years. So, for the case of the U.S., I will restrict myself to these years as well. Hours

of work, occupational standings, wages and worker composition may differ very much form year

to year close to the recession and although I control the year effects with year-dummies, anything

related to the business cycle is not relevant for my purposes here.

-Hours: The workers report their hours worked in the reference week in the survey. Part-time

individuals are those who work less that 35 hours per week and full-time individuals are those who

work 35 hours and more. I exclude all the part-time workers.

-Age: I focus on people age 16-64 who are legally allowed to work.

-Class of Worker: The individuals are categorized by the ACS based on the nature of their

job as ”works for wages” and self-employed”. I use this to exclude the self-employed people. This

category based on a survey question that asks about the type of job with the following categories:

a private for-profit company or business, or of an individual, for wages, salary, or commissions,a

private non-for-profit, tax-exempt, or charitable organization, a local government employee (city,

county, etc.), a state government employee, a Federal government employee, self-employed in own

not incorporated business, professional practice, or farm, self-employed in own incorporated business,

professional practice, or farm, working without pay in family business or farm. The workers who

are not in the last two categories (self-employed in own incorporated business and working without

pay in family) are listed as ”works for wages”. The self-employed workers who work in their own

incorporated business are categorized as ”self-employed”.

-Labor Income: The labor income in the ACS consists of wages, salary, commission, tips,

pay-in-kind, or piece rates for a private, for-profit employer or a private not-for-profit, tax-exempt or
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charitable organization. These include private and salary workers and government employees. None

of the income for workers include asset income of any kind such as housing, bonds and securities.

All the income data were deflated by Consumer Price Index (CPI) from Bureau of Labor Statistics

(BLS).24

I will also follow a procedure to eliminate badly incomplete or highly implausible observations

from the sample following Heathcote et al. (2010) and Heathcote et al. (2014). Based on the hours

worked and wage income, I can impute the hourly wage for the sample. I drop observations with

positive income but zero annual hours. Also, those with hourly wage income less than half of the

federal minimum wage are dropped.25 Finally I drop observations with more that 7× 12 = 84 hours

of work per week.

-Occupation: I categorize my sample into workers and managers as follows. The people who

work in broad categories of ”Management Occupations”, which corresponds to the 2010 Census

Occupation codes of 0010-0430, are considered managers as. The rest are categorized as workers.

-Education: The people in the sample are categorized based on educational level into two

groups of skilled and unskilled. The unskilled people are those who finished at most the high school

(grade 12). Any education more than high school is considered skilled. These include vocational

and training, college dropout, college graduates and graduate level degrees among other forms of

post-secondary education.

A.2 Europe

The structure of the data for European countries are very similar to the U.S. data. EU-SILC collects

comparable cross-sectional data on income and living conditions.

-Year: The years of the sample are 2012-2016. These are the years I have data on.

-Hours: The definition of hours worked and part-time versus full-time is similar to the U.S.

-Age: The age group is 16-64.

-Class of Worker: Class of worker is based on self-defined current economic status which

includes employee working full-time, employee working part-time, self-employed working full-time

24https://www.bls.gov/cpi/data.htm.
25The federal hourly minimum wage is 7.5 $ in 2014 to 2016.
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(including family worker), self-employed working part-time (including family worker), unemployed,

pupil, student, further training, unpaid work experience, in retirement or in early retirement or has

given up business, permanently disabled or/and unfit to work, in compulsory military or community

service, and fulfilling domestic tasks and care responsibilities.

-Labor Income: Labor income is based on employee cash or near cash transfers. This refers

to gross income from employee. Employee income is defined as the total remuneration, in cash

or in kind, payable by an employer to an employee in return for work done by the latter. Gross

employee cash or near cash income includes the followings items: wages and salaries paid in cash

for time worked or work done in main and any secondary or casual job(s); remuneration for time

not worked (e.g. holiday payments); enhanced rates of pay for overtime; fees paid to directors of

incorporated enterprises; piece rate payments; payments for fostering children; commissions, tips and

gratuities; supplementary payments (e.g. thirteenth month payment); profit sharing and bonuses

paid in cash; additional payments based on productivity; allowances paid for working in remote

locations (regarded as part of the conditions of the job).

-Occupation: Occupation is defined based on ISCO-08 (COM). The basis for the classification

is the nature of the job itself and the level of skill required. A job is defined as the set of tasks and

duties to be performed. Skills are the abilities to carry out the tasks and duties of a job. Skills

consist of two dimensions: skill level and domain specialization. The skill level is related to the level

of educational attainment. The questions needed for the classification by occupation are the job

title associated with the main job and a further description of the tasks and duties.

-Education: Education is defined based on ISCED levels. Level 400 and above are considered

post high-school education, which is the definition of ”skilled” in my paper.

A.3 Other Countries

For other countries, the data comes from the national surveys that are harmonized in LIS and LSMS.

-Year: The years of the sample for each country is listed in table (A.2).

-Age: The age group is 16-64.

-Class of Worker: The class of worker for countries that are part of the IPUMS-International

is similar to the U.S. For those in the LIS and LSMS, the class of worker is defined in the labor
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force survey of each country in a harmonized way to distinguish between employed, unemployed,

and the self-employed.

-Labor Income: Labor income in IPUMS-International is defined similar to the U.S. For other

data sources, the total individual income from employer (wage income) is used.

-Occupation: Occupation in all the data sources are defined based on ISCO-08 (COM),

-Education: Education level in all data sources are defined based on ISCED levels.
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B Mathematical Appendix

B.1 Manager’s Problem

The problem of a manager with managerial talent z facing size distortions26 is as follows:

max
{k,u,s}

A1−τz(1−γ)(1−τ)
(
kα

[
ζuθ + (1− ζ)sθ

] 1−α
θ

)γ(1−τ)
−Rk −Wuu−Wss (26)

The optimality conditions for input factors are:

• Unskilled labor

(1− α)γ(1− τ)A1−τz(1−γ)(1−τ)
ζuθ−1

ζuθ + (1− ζ)sθ

(
kα

[
ζuθ + (1− ζ)sθ

] 1−α
θ

)γ(1−τ)
= Wu (27)

• Skilled labor

(1− α)γ(1− τ)A1−τz(1−γ)(1−τ)
(1− ζ)sθ−1

ζuθ + (1− ζ)sθ

(
kα

[
ζuθ + (1− ζ)sθ

] 1−α
θ

)γ(1−τ)
= Ws (28)

• Capital

αγ(1− τ)A1−τz(1−γ)(1−τ)kαγ(1−τ)−1
( [
ζuθ + (1− ζ)sθ

] 1−α
θ

)γ(1−τ)
= R (29)

Solving the above system of equations gives the following factor demand and profit functions:

• Unskilled labor

u =
(
αγ(1− τ)

) 1
1−γ(1−τ)

( α

ζ(1− α)

)αγ(1−τ)−1
1−γ(1−τ)

A
1−τ

1−γ(1−τ) z
(1−γ)(1−τ)
1−γ(1−τ) (30)( 1

R

) αγ(1−τ)
1−γ(1−τ)

( 1

Wu

) 1−αγ(1−τ)
1−γ(1−τ)

(
ζ + (1− ζ)(

1− ζ

ζ

Wu

Ws

)
θ

1−θ

) γ(1−τ)(1−α(1−θ))−θ
θ(1−γ(1−τ))

• Skilled labor

s =
(1− ζ

ζ

Wu

Ws

) 1
1−θ
u (31)

26A manager without facing distortions solves the above problem with τ = 0.
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• Capital

k =
α

(1− α)

(
1 +

1− ζ

ζ
(
s

u
)θ
)Wu

R
u (32)

• Profit

π = (1− γ(1− τ))y (33)

B.2 Model Solution

The Lagrangian for the household problem is:

L =
∞∑
t=0

βt
{
Lt ln(

Ct
Lt

) + µt

[
wu,t

(
Ut−1 +Nt

∫ zut

0

∫ ât

0

af(a, z)dadz
)
+

ws,t

(
St−1 +Nt−1ht

∫ zst

0

∫ ā

ât−1

af(a, z)dadz
)
+

Πu
t−1 +Nt

∫ z̄

zut

∫ ât

0

zπ(Pt)f(a, z)dadz+

Πs
t−1 +Nt−1ht

∫ z̄

zst

∫ ā

ât−1

zπ(Pt)f(a, z)dadz+

rtKt + (1− δ)Kt −Kt+1 − Ct −Ntxt

∫ z̄

0

∫ ā

ât

f(a, z)dadz
]}

(34)

The first order conditions with respect to {Ct, Kt+1, xt, ât, z
u
t , z

s
t } are equations (15), (16), (17), (18)

and (19) with µt =
1
Ct
Lt

. The market clearing conditions and aggregate feasibility are:27

• Unskilled labor market

U

L
=

∫ â

0

∫ z̄

zu
zu(P)f(a, z)dadz +

Bxϕ

1 + gL

∫ ā

â

∫ z̄

zs
zu(P)f(a, z)dadz (35)

• Skilled labor market

S

L
=

∫ â

0

∫ z̄

zu
zs(P)f(a, z)dadz +

Bxϕ

1 + gL

∫ ā

â

∫ z̄

zs
zs(P)f(a, z)dadz (36)

27I omitted the market clearing condition for the goods market since it will clear by Walras’ law.
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• Capital Market

K

L
=

∫ â

0

∫ z̄

zu
zk(P)f(a, z)dadz +

Bxϕ

1 + gL

∫ ā

â

∫ z̄

zs
zk(P)f(a, z)dadz (37)

• Aggregate feasibility

C

L
+ δ

K

L
+

gL
1 + gL

x

∫ ā

â

∫ z̄

0

f(a, z)dadz =
Y

L
(38)

From the laws of motion for the stocks of unskilled and skilled labor, we can further simplify the

market clearing conditions in the labor market:

U

L
≡ ū =

∫ â

0

∫ zu

0

af(a, z)dadz =∫ â

0

∫ z̄

zu
zu(P)f(a, z)dadz +

Bxϕ

1 + gL

∫ ā

â

∫ z̄

zs
zu(P)f(a, z)dadz

(39)

S

L
≡ s̄ =

Bxϕ

1 + gL

∫ ā

â

∫ zs

0

af(a, z)dadz =∫ â

0

∫ z̄

zu
zs(P)f(a, z)dadz +

Bxϕ

1 + gL

∫ ā

â

∫ z̄

zs
zs(P)f(a, z)dadz

(40)

Equations (39) and (40) can be used to refine the initial guess for (Wu,Ws) pair. Equation (37)

gives the capital per worker while equation (38) can be used to calculate consumption per worker.

Aggregate production is calculated based on the equilibrium production of managers:

Y

L
=

∫ â

0

∫ z̄

zu
zy(P)f(a, z)dadz +

Bxϕ

1 + gL

∫ ā

â

∫ z̄

zs
zy(P)f(a, z)dadz, (41)

where y(Wu,Ws, R) is the production per managerial talent of a manager.

B.3 Balanced Growth Equilibrium

Proof of proposition (1). Along a balanced growth path, consumption per capital grows at a constant

rate, so equation (15) gives the rental price of capital. For a given set of wages for unskilled and

skilled efficiency unites, we can show that the thresholds for investment in skills and occupational
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choice are uniquely determined.

First, for a given value of â, equation (18) gives a unique solution to zu. To see this, rewrite this

equation as ∫ â

0

(Wu,ta− zuπ)f(a, zut )da = 0 (42)

Note that Wua− zuπ must change sign, otherwise the integration cannot be zero. Furthermore,

given that it is strictly increasing in a, it we have Wuâ− zuπ > 0. Differentiating with respect to zu

we have:
dâ

dzu
(Wuâ− zuπ)f(â, zu)− πF (â, zu), (43)

which is strictly decreasing in zu. This means that for a given value of â, the solution for zu exists

and it is unique. Furthermore,

dâ

dzu
=

πF (â, zu)

(Wuâ− zuπ)f(â, zu)
> 0. (44)

Similarly, from equation (19), we have

dâ

dzs
(πzs −Wsâ)f(â, z

s)− π(1− F (â, zs)), (45)

which is strictly increasing in zs. This means that for a given value of â, the solution for zs exists

and it is unique. Furthermore,

dâ

dzs
=

π(1− F (â, zs))

(πzs −Wsâ)f(â, zu)
> 0. (46)

Intuitively, if selection for schooling is tighter (higher â), the share of skilled managers decline.

The overall effect on the share of managers is ambiguous at this point since the rate of change for

managerial threshold is not the same.

Equation (17) shows that given prices and all other thresholds, the solution for x exists and it is

unique. Furthermore we have dx
dâ
< 0. This means that if the selection for schooling is tighter, the

investments in skill in terms of consumption good is lower. Finally, differentiating equation (16)

with respect to â and using equation (17), we have
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Wuf(â, z
u) +Wuâfa(â, z

u) +Wuâf(â, z
u)
dzu

dâ
+

∫ z̄

zu
zπfa(â, z)dz (47)

−dz
u

dâ
zuπf(â, zu) +

dx

dâ
g(â) = xga(â)− g(â)

x

ϕ
+ (1−G(â))

1

ϕ

dx

dâ
.

We can rewrite this equation as

Wuf(â, z
u) +Wuâfa(â, z

u) + (Wuâ− zuπ)f(â, zu)
dzu

dâ
+

∫ z̄

zu
zπfa(â, z)dz + (48)

xga(â) +
dx

dâ
g(â)− (1−G(â))

1

ϕ

dx

dâ
.

The above expression is positive for all values of â if the second line is positive for all values of â.

Let’s rewrite the second line as

q(â) =
dx

dâ
(g(â)− 1−G(â)

ϕ
). (49)

I have established earlier that dx
dâ

< 0. So, q(â) to be positive for all values of â, we need the

expression in the parenthesis to be negative. As â→ 0, this expression goes to − 1
ϕ
. Furthermore, as

â→ ∞, this expression goes to zero. Finally, the derivative of this expression with respect to â is

ga(â) + g(â)/ϕ > 0. Therefore, this expression is a strictly increasing and continuous function with

negative values over its domain. As a result, equation (48) is positive. The value of equation (16) is

x/ϕ at â = 0. So, equation (16) gives a unique solution to â.

So far, I have established that given prices, the choices for the threshold of schooling and

managerial talents along with the investments in skill are unique. Next, I show that there exists a

unique price vector to support this equilibrium. Let’s denote the excess demand function as Γ(P)

where P = (R,Wu,Ws). We have
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Γ(P) = (50)

(
∫ â
0

∫ z̄
zu
zk(P)f(a, z)dadz + Bxϕ

1+gL

∫ ā
â

∫ z̄
zs
zk(P)f(a, z)dadz − K

L
,∫ â

0

∫ z̄
zu
zu(P)f(a, z)dadz + Bxϕ

1+gL

∫ ā
â

∫ z̄
zs
zu(P)f(a, z)dadz − U

L
,∫ â

0

∫ z̄
zu
zs(P)f(a, z)dadz + Bxϕ

1+gL

∫ ā
â

∫ z̄
zs
zs(P)f(a, z)dadz − S

L
)

First, note that the excess demand function is continuous in prices. This comes from the continuity

in demand functions from the manager’s problem. Furthermore, the excess demand function is

homogeneous of degree zero. Again, this is evident from the homogeneity of degree zero of factor

demands from the manager’s problem. Lastly, the excess demand function satisfies Walras’ law

(P · Γ(P) = 0). We have

P · Γ(P) = prodction cost of unskilled managers + (51)

production cost of skilled managers−

(RK
L

+ WuU
L

+ WsS
L

).

From the manager’s problem, we know that the profits of a manager equals π = (1− γ)y. Therefore,

the production cost is γy. So,

P · Γ(v) = γ
Y

L
− (

RK

L
+
WuU

L
+
WsS

L
). (52)

Using the feasibility condition (38) and the household’s budget constraint, we have

Y

L
=
RK

L
+
WuU

L
+
WsS

L
+

Πu

L
+

Πs

L
=
RK

L
+
WuU

L
+
WsS

L
+ (1− γ)

Y

L
⇒ (53)

RK

L
+
WuU

L
+
WsS

L
= γ

Y

L
.
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Therefore, we have

P · Γ(P) = γ
Y

L
− γ

Y

L
= 0. (54)

So far, I have established that the excess demand function is continuous, homogeneous of degree

zero, and satisfies the Walras’ law. Using the proposition 17.C.2 in Mas-Colell et al. (1995), there

exists a price vector p∗ such that Γ(P∗) ≤ 0.

Next, I show that the economy is regular. To do that, I normalize the rate of return on capital to

one. What is left to show is that the matrix DΓ̂(P) is full rank, where Γ̂(P) is the excess demand

function where one price is normalized to one (price of capital in this case). Based on equation (50),

it is sufficient to show that the following matrix has full rank:

DΓ̂(P) =


du

dWu

ds

dWu

ds

dWs

ds

dWs

 . (55)

Using the demand for unskilled and skilled labor from the manager’s problem, the determinant of

this matrix is given by

2

1− θ

(1− αγ

1− γ
− γ(1− α(1− θ))− θ

(1− θ)(1− γ)

)
=

−2

(1− θ)2
̸= 0. (56)

This means that matrix DΓ̂(P) is full rank, and the economy is regular. According to proposition

17.D.1 in Mas-Colell et al. (1995), any regular price vector is locally unique, and the number of

regular price vectors is finite.

Lastly, I use the differential version of the weak axiom of revealed preferences and show that

DΓ(P) satisfies this axiom. It is sufficient to show that this matrix is negative semi-definite. The

determinant of this matrix is:

2αγ(1− αγ)(γ(1− α(1− θ))− θ)

(1− θ)2(1− γ)3
. (57)

As long as γ(1− α(1− θ))− θ < 0, it is guaranteed that this determinant is negative. According

to proposition 17.F.2 in Mas-Colell et al. (1995), the set of equilibrium price vectors must be convex.
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Since the economy is regular and this set has finite members, the only way it can be convex is if the

equilibrium price index is unique.

B.4 Distribution of Talents

I set the joint distribution of talents to be: Fréchet with

F (a, z) = C[G(a), H(z)], and f(a, z) = c [g(a), f(z)] , (58)

where G(a) = e−a
−λa

and H(z) = e−z
−λz

, (59)

and C [u, v] = −1

ρ
log

[1 + (e−ρu − 1) (e−ρv − 1)

e−ρ − 1

]
, . (60)

The function C[G(a), H(z)] is a Frank copula, which allows for dependence between draws

from distributions G(a) and H(z).28 The parameter ρ ∈ (−∞,∞) \{0} determines the extent

of dependence, with a positive (negative) value of ρ representing positive (negative) dependence

between the draws.29 The Kendall’s rank correlation coefficient between the random variables are

given by

κ = 1− 4

ρ

(
1− 1

ρ

∫ ρ

0

t

et − 1
dt
)
. (61)

The marginal distributions themselves are Fréchet, with dispersion parameters λa and λz, and

scale parameters normalized to one. The lower are λa and λz, the higher is the variation in schooling

and managerial talents, respectively.

B.5 Talent-specific investments

One simplifying assumption made in the mode is that the investment in skills is talent neutral.

One potential concern is that this assumption limits the effects of productivity differences and

size-dependent distortions. In this section, I relax this assumption and try to match the data again.

28A copula is a function that allows for the creation of multivariate distributions out of arbitrary univariate
distributions; see e.g. Nelsen (2006). The Frank copula generates dependence between draws that is radially symmetric,
i.e. not systematically stronger when closer to the right or left tails of the distribution. Other copulas, such as the
Clayton or the Gumbel copula, do not have this feature.

29When ρ = 0, C[u, v] = u · v.
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Specifically, the talent augmenting factor (h) is going to be talent-specific:

ht+1 =

Baxt(a)
ϕ, skilled worker

Bzxt(z)
ϕ, skilled manager

This specification allows the household to invest more in members with higher schooling or

managerial talent. The Lagrangian for the model becomes:

L =
∞∑
t=0

βt
{
Lt ln(

Ct
Lt

) + µt

[
wu,t

(
Ut−1 +Nt

∫ zut

0

∫ ât

0

af(a, z)dadz
)
+

ws,t

(
St−1 +Nt−1ht

∫ zst

0

∫ ā

ât−1

af(a, z)dadz
)
+

Πu
t−1 +Nt

∫ z̄

zut

∫ ât

0

zπ(Pt)f(a, z)dadz+

Πs
t−1 +Nt−1ht

∫ z̄

zst

∫ ā

ât−1

zπ(Pt)f(a, z)dadz+

rtKt + (1− δ)Kt −Kt+1 − Ct−

Nt(

∫ z̄

zs

∫ ā

ât

{
1{skilled worker}x(a) + 1{skilled manager}x(z)

}
f(a, z)dadz

]}

(62)

The first-order conditions for selection for education and investment in skills are the only ones

that change:

Selection for Education (â)

1
Ct

Lt

[
Wu,t

∫ zut

0

âtf(ât, z)dz +

∫ z̄

zut

π(z)f(ât, z)dz +

∫ zst

0

xt(â)f(ât, z)dz +

∫ â

0

xt(z
s)f(a, zst )dz

]
=

β
1

Ct+1

Lt+1

[
Ws,t+1

∫ zst+1

0

âtBxt(â)
ϕf(ât, z)dz +

∫ z̄

zst+1

zBxϕt (z)π(z)f(ât, z)dz
] (63)

Investment in Skills (x)

1
Ct

Lt

∫ ā

ât

∫ z̄

0

f(a, z)dadz =

β
1

Ct+1

Lt+1

[
Ws,t+1

∫ ā

ât

∫ zst+1

0

Bϕa2xϕ−1
t (a)f(a, z)dadz +

∫ ā

ât

∫ z̄

zst+1

Bϕzxϕ−1
t (z)π(z)f(a, z)dadz

] (64)
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The last first order condition is special in that each schooling talent above â has such a condition.

Given that the profits are linear in managerial talent, the last condition gives a closed form solution

to the functional form of the investment function:

x =

Ξaψ, skilled worker

Ξzψ, skilled manager

where

ψ =
2

1− ϕ
, (65)

and

Ξ =
(β[Ws

∫ ā
â

∫ zs
0
Bϕf(a, z)dadz +

∫ ā
â

∫ z̄
zs
Bϕπf(a, z)dadz

]
∫ ā
â

∫ z̄
0
f(a, z)dadz

) 1
1−ϕ

. (66)

This shows that given prices and thresholds, investments are larger for household members with

higher schooling/managerial talent.
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C Further Tables

Table C.3: Cross-country facts on investment in skills and occupational choice

man. rate skilled man. share man. premium unskilled share skill premium

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

log gdp per capita -0.14∗∗∗ 0.16∗∗∗ -0.14∗∗∗ -0.10∗∗∗ -0.29∗∗∗

(0.01) (0.01) (0.03) (0.01) (0.03)
constant 7.33∗∗∗ 11.19∗∗∗ 13.16∗ 11.26∗∗∗ 11.38

(2.64) (3.83) (6.97) (2.39) (8.17)
country dummy 0.00∗∗∗ 0.00∗∗∗ 0.00∗∗∗ -0.00∗∗∗ 0.00∗∗∗

(0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00)
year dummy -0.00∗∗ -0.01∗∗∗ -0.01 -0.00∗∗∗ -0.00

(0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00)

Observations 423 423 369 423 369
R2 0.68 0.37 0.22 0.47 0.29
Adjusted R2 0.68 0.36 0.22 0.47 0.28
Residual Std. Error 0.10 0.15 0.24 0.09 0.28
F Statistic 300.31∗∗∗ 81.34∗∗∗ 35.06∗∗∗ 125.24∗∗∗ 48.92∗∗∗

Table C.4: Moments identifying parameters of the talent distribution

parameter moment

Managerial rate Share of skilled managers Managerial premium

Schooling talent
(λa)

106 77 94
100 100 100
97 111 103

Managerial
talent (λz)

85 98 104
100 100 100
116 103 95

Correlation
parameter (ρ)

98 97 117
100 100 100
102 104 91

Results of a 10% increase and decrease of the benchmark parameters of the distribution of talents,
and their effect on the three moments. These parameters are jointly identified, but they have
varying effects on these moments. The middle rows for each parameter is set to its benchmark
value.
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Table C.5: Decomposing the effects of productivity and size-dependent distortions

Source Bottom 20% Middle 40% Top 20%

Productivity 41% 35% 43%
Size-dependent distortions 59% 65% 57%

Note: Countries are grouped into three categories based on the size of GDP per worker.
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Table C.6: PISA Scores, 2012

Country Mean PISA Score

Austria 506
Belgium 515
Bulgaria 439
Switzerland 531
Cyprus 440
Czech Republic 499
Germany 514
Denmark 500
Estonia 521
Greece 453
Spain 484
Finland 519
France 495
Croatia 471
Hungary 477
Ireland 501
Italy 485
Lithuania 479
Latvia 491
Netherlands 523
Norway 489
Poland 518
Portugal 487
Romania 445
Serbia 449
Sweden 478
Slovenia 501
Slovakia 482
United Kingdom 494
United States 481
Canada 518
Brazil 391
Mexico 413
Costa Rica 407
Australia 504
Japan 536
Chile 423
Colombia 376
Russia 482
Taiwan 560
Vietnam 511

Source: OECD (2014).
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Table C.7: Model implications for cross-country comparison, account-
ing for differences in educational quality

Top 10%
Bottom 10%

Top 20%
Bottom 20%

Top 35%
Bottom 35%

-Output
Data & Model 9.45 4.23 2.19

-Share of Unskilled
Data & Model 0.79 0.81 0.89

-Managerial rate
Data 0.61 0.72 0.88
Model 0.52 0.61 0.75
Model with PISA 0.58 0.65 0.79

-Skilled managers
Data 1.30 1.17 1.03
Model 1.26 1.21 1.06
Model with PISA 1.27 1.22 1.05

-Managerial Premium
Data 0.72 0.95 0.99
Model 0.72 0.87 0.98
Model with PISA 0.74 0.90 0.98

-Skill premium
Data 0.67 0.71 0.83
Model 0.70 0.73 0.81
Model with PISA 0.73 0.75 0.83

Note: Three parameters, productivity (A), distortions (τ), and schooling distribution parameter
λa are calibrated to match three moments in each country: GDP per worker, the share of unskilled,
and the average schooling talent relative to the U.S. based on PISA scores. The numbers in the
”Model” rows are from the exercise in table (6) where the schooling talent parameter is set to
the U.S. I compare each statistic in the data for three sections of the distribution of GDP per
worker: top 10% to bottom 10%, top 20% to bottom 20% and top 35% to bottom 35%.
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Table C.8: Model implications for cross-country comparison, telent-
specific investments

Top 10%
Bottom 10%

Top 20%
Bottom 20%

Top 35%
Bottom 35%

-Output
Data & Model 37.55 23.67 12.59

-Share of Unskilled
Data & Model 0.63 0.84 0.89

-Managerial rate
Data 0.59 0.61 0.81
Model 0.57 0.60 0.78

-Skilled managers
Data 1.75 1.67 1.52
Model 1.59 1.52 1.39

-Managerial Premium
Data 0.59 0.66 0.79
Model 0.49 0.56 0.67

-Skill premium
Data 0.50 0.52 0.60
Model 0.43 0.44 0.52

Note: Two parameters, productivity (A) and distortions (τ), are calibrated to match two moments
in each country: GDP per worker and the share of unskilled. I compare each statistic in the
data for three sections of the distribution of GDP per worker: top 10% to bottom 10%, top 20%
to bottom 20% and top 35% to bottom 35%.
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Table C.9: Average labor income tax rate (%)

Country Tax rate Country Tax rate

Austria 39.4 Japan 29.5
Belgium 44.2 South Korea 20.5
Switzerland 17.2 Australia 39.4
Czech Republic 36.8 Mexico 19.3
Germany 42.4 Chile 40.0
Denmark 29.3 Colombia 39.0
Estonia 31.8 Canada 19.7
Greece 38.1 Brazil 27.5
Spain 36.2 Costa Rica 25.0
Finland 37.2 Ecuador 35.0
France 40.4 Panama 25.0
Hungary 37.5 Peru 30.0
Ireland 24.5 Uruguay 15.0
Italy 40.9 Malawi 30.0
Lithuania 29.4 Mali 30.0
Latvia 36.0 Morocco 38.0
Netherlands 29.7 Tanzania 30.0
Norway 33.2 Nigeria 24.0
Poland 24.4 South Africa 45.0
Portugal 36.6 China 45.0
Sweden 40.6 Vietnam 35.0
Slovenia 35.6 Uganda 40.0
Slovakia 37.1
United Kingdom 26.7
United States 26.7

Source: OECD (2021).
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Table C.10: Labor income taxation does not generate enough variations

Top 10%
Bottom 10%

Top 20%
Bottom 20%

Top 35%
Bottom 35%

-Output
Data & Model 15.44 5.76 2.19

-Share of Unskilled
Data 0.66 0.74 0.89
Data 0.86 0.94 0.98

-Managerial rate
Data 0.61 0.69 0.75
Model 0.84 0.93 0.98

-Skilled managers
Data 1.55 1.47 1.35
Model 1.26 1.21 1.15

-Managerial Premium
Data 0.63 0.72 0.81
Model 0.81 0.88 0.95

-Skill premium
Data 0.60 0.72 0.81
Model 0.79 0.87 0.93

Note: One parameter, productivity (A) is calibrated to match GDP per worker. I compare each
statistic in the data for three sections of the distribution of GDP per worker: top 10% to bottom
10%, top 20% to bottom 20% and top 35% to bottom 35%.
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